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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Safeware is pleased to submit this proposal in formal response to the understood requirements outlined 
in RFP2000002547 for the County of Fairfax and U.S. Communities. Together, Safeware, Inc. of Lanham, 
MD and Mallory Safety and Supply of Longview, WA submit this proposal in response to the 
aforementioned solicitation. For the purposes of this document, the offerors will be referred to as 
‘Safeware-Mallory’.  
 
Safeware and Mallory are current joint contract holders of the U.S. Communities contract for Homeland 
Security and Public Safety, contract #4400001839 and #4400001840 respectively. We believe Safeware-
Mallory is the premier choice for award of this subsequent contact, which the proposal to follow will 
demonstrate.  

1.1 NAME OF SUPPLIER  

COMPANY BACKGROUND  

Safeware and Mallory are both nationally recognized industry leaders in the distribution and servicing of 
Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Equipment. The two companies have a long history of 
working together on projects and entered into a teaming agreement for the U.S. Communities RFP in 
2011 to provide complete coverage of the entire country. This arrangement proved to be a success in 
large part due to our shared core values, professionalism, and our deep sense of responsibility to our 
customers.  Over the past 6 years we have been able to develop additional ways to work together by 
sharing ideas and best practices for both support personnel and outside sales staff, vendor access and 
operations.  The purpose of our efforts was to support and improve our ability to serve the U.S. 
Communities program for the ultimate benefit of our customers.   
 
Safeware and Mallory will again work together to support the U.S. Communities Public Safety contract 
and jointly submit this proposal for RFP 2000002547 Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness 
Equipment and Related Services. 
 
SAFEWARE  

Safeware, Inc. founded in 1979 just outside the nation’s capital in Maryland is a leader in the Safety 
Distribution Industry providing products and services to customers in a broad range of markets, 
including: government, manufacturing, construction, military, transportation, and public safety.  Our tag 
line is Safety, Service, Response and it says a lot about who we are. We are a safety company not only 
supplying products that save lives and protect employees and public servants, but we supply solutions 
as well. Unlike other large companies that simply sell safety, we have the knowledge and expertise to 
help solve problems.  
 
Service comes in many forms but is the backbone of our company. Our value to all customers is the 
elevated level of service we provide, from a professional sales force working directly with customers, to 
our efficient and knowledgeable customer service team, down to our prompt shipping and delivery, and 
accurate billing. We also have a dedicated Technical Services Department that services equipment such 
as gas detection, NFPA self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA), cylinder hydrostatic testing, and 
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Level-A suit testing to name a few. Our in-house repair centers and on-site service trucks offer multiple 
ways of meeting customers’ mission critical requirements.   
 
Safety and service is what we do but Response is who we are. Safeware has a well established 
reputation as the “go-to” company when customers need us most. We responded to the events of 9/11 
with personnel and material arriving on scene in New York City and at the Pentagon within hours. We 
are proud of our ability to play such a significant role in supporting our country’s first responders. 
Safeware has also provided material and support for many other crises including multiple anthrax 
incidents, oil spills, bombings, and natural disasters. No matter the size of an emergency, we work hard 
to help our customers in their times of need.  

 
MALLORY  

Mallory Safety and Supply, LLC. (“Mallory”) is a full-line fire and safety product and service supplier 
headquartered in Longview, Washington. Mallory is an independent family owned business that has 
been serving the Public Safety sector for over 43 years. The current company is a result of a 2010 merger 
between The Mallory Co. of Longview and Safety and Supply Company of Seattle. Mallory begins with 
safety and loves to say yes. We are energized by applying thought and creativity to generate best in class 
solutions. This energy has contributed to our continued growth which has resulted in our company more 
than quadrupling in size in the last 7 years. We are the largest independent safety distributor on the 
West Coast with 15 branches, $21 million dollars in inventory, and 300 employees.  

We have expanded our catalog by going both higher end in safety and wider in product offerings in 
order to address the strategic procurement initiatives of our customers. Mallory understands the safety 
issues specific to the west including wildfire and earthquake preparedness. Mallory, like Safeware, 
maintains an active service department with technicians that are factory certified in gas detection, SCBA, 
air compressors, fall protection, and other technical services. Mallory’s focus is on safety with technical 
application expertise throughout the organization, a unique approached that is shared with Safeware 
and is unlike other national companies in their marketplace. 

Safeware, Inc.  
4403 Forbes Blvd. 
Lanham, MD 20706 
Incorporated in Maryland, 1979 
Federal ID: 52-1152883 
MD State Registration ID: 02543572  
Prince George’s County License 16084513 

Mallory Safety and Supply, LLC. 
1040 Industrial Way 
Longview, WA  
Incorporated in Washington, 2010 
Federal ID: 27-3905150 
WA State ID: 603061535 

1.2 UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROBLEM & TECHNICAL APPROACH 

A. STATEMENT &  D ISCUSSION OF THE REQUIREMENTS  

MASTER AGREEMENT 
Safeware-Mallory understands that the Fairfax County is acting on behalf of itself and all states, local 
governments, and other Participating Public Agencies as well as on behalf the U.S. Communities 
Government Purchasing Alliance, in order to enter into a Master Agreement for a complete line of Public 
Safety and Emergency Preparedness Equipment and Related Services. We have reviewed the Master 
Agreement and agree to the details of such without exceptions.  
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OBJECTIVES  

This proposal is designed to achieve the following objectives: 

 Provide a comprehensive, competitively solicited Master Agreement offering Products 
and Services to Participating Public Agencies 

 Establish a Master Agreement as Safeware-Mallory’s primary offering to Participating 
Public Agencies 

 Achieve cost savings for Safeware-Mallory and Participating Public Agencies through a 
single competitive solicitation process that eliminates the need for multiple bids or 
proposals 

 Combine the volumes of Participating Public Agencies to achieve cost effective pricing 

 Reduce the administrative and overhead costs of Safeware-Mallory and Participating 
Public Agencies through state of the art ordering and delivery systems 

 Provide Participating Public Agencies with environmentally responsible products and 
services 

This proposal will address each of the specific requirements outlined in the RFP, and we will attempt to 
provide a solution to these requirements that is comprehensive in nature. We also recognize that there 
may be a particular product or service that we do not address in this proposal and we invite the 
contracting office to negotiate additional products and services if they are not specifically addressed 
here. 

ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS 
We acknowledge that signature of the cover page of this proposal signifies our acceptance and 
agreement to be bound by the conditions set forth in the County of Fairfax General Conditions and 
Instructions to Bidders as described in Appendix C of the RFP, all certifications set forth in the additional 
documents found in Appendix D (to be attached), and by any other relevant certifications set forth in 
Appendix B, the Master Intergovernmental Cooperative Purchasing Agreement as well as the Fairfax 
County Special Provisions found on pages 24-29 of the RFP.  

We also agree to all terms and conditions of the Administration Agreement, as designated by the 
submission of the proposal and signed copy found in Attachment A, but to further substantiate our 
understanding of and compliance to such we offer the following summary of our understanding of these 
commitments.  

PRICING AUDITS 
Safeware-Mallory agrees to and will maintain detailed transaction records of all purchases made 
by Fairfax County and all other Participating Public Agencies under the Master Agreement for 
the life of the contract in electronic form. We acknowledge that U.S. Communities and Fairfax 
County both reserve the right to conduct random audits.  
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FEES AND REPORTING 
Safeware will be responsible for providing all reporting for both Safeware and Mallory to U.S. 
Communities. Mallory agrees to supply Safeware with all required reporting data, and Safeware 
will report aggregated totals of all reporting to U.S. Communities.  

ADMINISTRATIVE FEES 
Safeware agrees to pay a monthly administrative fee based upon the total sales price of all 
purchases shipped and billed under the contract in the amount of 2% of aggregate purchases 
made during the calendar month. Administrative fees to be paid 30 days after the end of each 
calendar month for purchases shipped and billed during such calendar month. 

SALES REPORTS 
Safeware agrees to provide an electronic accounting report within 30 days of the end of each 
calendar month in the format prescribed by Exhibit B of the RFP. Safeware has significant report 
capabilities and additional reporting can be provided at the request of Fairfax County or U.S. 
Communities. 

EXCEPTION REPORTING 
Sales reporting discrepancies as determined by U.S. Communities and Safeware shall be 
resolved 30 days after notification. Upon resolution, Safeware agrees to remit payment within 
15 calendar days. 

USAGE REPORTING 
Safeware agrees to deliver to U.S. Communities an electronic usage report of all contract sales 
within 30 days of the end of each contract year.  

SUPPLIER FAILURE TO REPORT 
Safeware acknowledges that failure to report or remit payment in a timely manner as prescribed 
in the agreement, and if not cured within 30 days of written notice, shall be deemed cause for 
termination of the contract at discretion of Fairfax County or U.S. Communities. 

COUNTY OF FAIRFAX GENERAL CONDITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS 
We agree to all Terms and Conditions contained in RFP Appendix C.  

REQUIRED FORMS – APPENDIX D 
We agree to all Terms designated in the forms found in RFP Appendix D. Please see Attachment B for 
signed copies of these forms.  

FEMA STANDARDS – APPENDIX F  
Safeware-Mallory agrees to comply with all federal laws and regulations applicable to the receipt of 
FEMA grants as dictated in RFP Appendix F, FEMA Standard Terms and Conditions Addendum for 
Contracts and Grants.  

APPENDIX G – COMMUNITY BLOCK GRANT  
Safeware-Mallory agrees to comply with all terms, conditions, and requirements enumerated by the 
grant funding source when purchases made under the contract are partially or fully funded with federal 
grant funds as dictated in RFP Appendix G, Community Development Block Grant Addendum.  
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APPENDIX I – UNIFORM ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS ATTACH & SIGN PG115 
Safeware-Mallory agrees to comply with all applicable provisions of the Uniform Administrative 
Requirements contained in Title 2 C.F.R. §200 et seq. We accept all Federal Grant Terms and Conditions 
as dictated in Appendix I of the RFP and agree to all certifications made in the Byrd Anti-Lobbying 
Certification, found in Attachment B.  

B. PROPOSED SCOPE OF WORK  

Safeware-Mallory’s response to this RFP’s general product categories attempts to demonstrate our 
ability to service each element by responding in detail. Though we have made every effort to clearly 
state our capabilities, it is difficult to relay every scenario where we have serviced customers with the 
products described in the RFP. Our hope is that the response provides enough detail to give confidence 
to our current and future efforts to support the categories under the contract.  

GENERAL PRODUCT CATEGORIES: 
1. PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) 
2. EXPLOSIVE DEVICE MITIGATION AND REMEDIATION EQUIPMENT 
3. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
4. CBRNE SEARCH & RESCUE EQUIPMENT 
5. INTEROPERABLE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
6. DETECTION EQUIPMENT 
7. DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT 
8. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS STORAGE 
9. SPILL CONTROL AND CONTAINMENT 
10. PHYSICAL SECURITY ENHANCEMENT EQUIPMENT 
11. SURVEILLANCE, WARNING, ACCESS/INTRUSION CONTROL 
12. EXPLOSION PROTECTION 
13. FIRE AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
14. TRAFFIC SAFETY 
15. FACILITY SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE 
16. FALL PROTECTION AND CONFINED SPACE 
17. MEDICAL AND FIRST AID SUPPLIES 
18. CBRNE REFERENCE MATERIALS 
19. AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATORS (AEDS) 
20. AMMUNITION/LESS THAN LETHAL MUNITIONS 
21. CIVIL DISTURBANCE GEAR 
22. DIVE GEAR/UNDERWATER RECOVERY/WATER SAFETY 
23. POLICE FLEET MANAGEMENT PRODUCTS 
24. LAW ENFORCEMENT SOFTWARE 
25. PUBLIC SAFETY AVIATION- HELICOPTERS 
26. PUBLIC SAFETY UNIFORMS 
27. VEHICLES 
28. TRAINERS AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT 
29. VENDING SOLUTIONS 
30. RELATED SERVICES 
31. OTHER NON-LISTED PUBLIC SAFETY, LAW ENFORCEMENT AND FIRE EQUIPMENT 
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trained staff for both sales and service with repair centers and mobile units around the county to fix and 
calibrate most of the equipment we sell.   

Detection, identification, and monitoring comes in many forms and technologies. Safeware-Mallory 
carries top names in equipment manufacturers for both powered and passive detection and 
identification equipment, fixed and portable. Safeware-Mallory provides detection kits/paper for all 
chemical agent identification and detection including commercial and weaponized chemicals requiring 
M-8, M-9 paper, M-265 detection kits and Hazard Categorizing (HAZCAT) kits as well as pH Paper/pH 
meters. Single and multi-gas meters come in many configurations including fixed systems for continual 
monitoring and portable, handheld and wearable detection and monitoring. Safeware-Mallory can 
supply and service top brands of gas detection as well as design and install fixed systems and portable 
networked units for temporary deployments such as large gatherings.   

Surface Acoustic Wave detectors (SAW) detect airborne molecular contamination from unwanted gas-
phase materials deposited on a service through molecular migration and can detect various chemicals, 
gasses and drugs.  Safeware-Mallory supplies both fixed and portable SAWs.   

Technology surrounding spectrometer technology over the years has produced small, usable handheld 
units easily taken out into the field used by first responders, law enforcement, hazmat teams and bomb 
squads. Safeware-Mallory provides a wide spectrum of spectrometers including fiber coupled 
UV/VIS/NIR, portable NIR, laser induced and Raman technology. Handheld Raman spectrometers are 
nondestructive, non-contact identifications and verifications of unknown chemicals, narcotics, 
pharmaceutical drugs and other substances 

Safeware-Mallory provides Colormetric Tube/Chip Measurement system (CMS) Kit specific for TICs and 
CBRNE applications in single applications and kits with a variety of battery powered or manual pumps 
with electronic displays and data recorders.   

Safeware-Mallory has a wide-range of air monitoring and sampling portable leak detectors, soap 
solution, ammonium hydroxide, etc. 

Point Detection System/Kits (Immunoassay or other technology) or Joint Biological Point Detection 
System (JBPDS) is designed to detect and identification of low levels of airborne bio-hazards and trigger 
local and remote warning systems and communicate threat information over standard communication 
systems. These systems can be fixed or placed on vehicles for mobile deployment. Safeware-Mallory 
offers many Point Detection Systems from top manufacturers in the field. 

Radiation detection is an essential part of our country’s anti-terrorism strategy and Safeware-Mallory 
offers a wide range of equipment that detects alpha, beta, gamma, and high intensity gamma. These 
detectors can be fixed systems, portable handheld units, personal dosimeters, personal radiation 
detectors or mobile units networked together and scintillation fluid.   

Safeware-Mallory offers a wide range of hard plastic cases in many sizes and configurations to meet the 
needs of our customers.   
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13. FIRE AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
a. Firefighting/Rescue/EMS - apparel (structural, suspenders, wildland, rescue EMS, station wear, 

high visibility, gear racks), helmet/hoods, gloves, boots, SCBA/respirators, eyewear, ear 
plugs/muffs, knee/wrist/back protectors, communications, RIT/RIC/escape devices, 
accountability, rehab, incident command, bags/packs/web gear, thermal imagers, search 
cameras/listening systems, flashlights/scene lighting, hand tools, ladders, ventilation, 
extinguishers, dry chemicals/foam, hoses/nozzle/appliances, rescue tools, rope/rigging, patient 
care, and traffic safety 

b. Hazmat/WMD: Apparel, gloves, boots, SCBA respirators, instrumentation, lead repair/control, 
sorbents/neutralizers, overpacks, containment, vacuums, and decon  

c. Law Enforcement: Apparel, eyewear, headsets/ear plugs, gloves, SCBA/respirators, 
flashlights/scene lighting, thermal imaging, traffic safety  

d. Mass Casualty: Shelters/trailers, incident command, med/surge, decontamination, fatality 
management, multi-use/temporary housing, environmental controls/support equipment, patient 
management, and scene management  

First responders are the last line of defense when the public is in need of medical support as a result of 
any event, small or large, in which lives are threatened, be it by fires, incidents involving hazardous 
materials, acts of terrorism, or natural disasters. As a result, every first responder organization (law 
enforcement, fire & rescue, EMS) prepares in order to handle responses within their mandate with the 
equipment and training to successfully execute their mission. Safeware-Mallory has been supporting all 
first responders for over 70+ years with products and expertise, helping agencies respond when needed. 

Firefighting/Rescue/EMS groups require many specialized products to complete their mission. Safeware-
Mallory supplies a wide-range of products for personal protective equipment (PPE) including: apparel 
for structural firefighting such as turnout gear and suspenders; high visibility clothing and vests; hoods 
and helmets; gloves, boots, hearing protection, eyewear; and ergonomic products such as knee, wrist, 
and back protectors. PPE products for Wildland firefighting including: clothing, pants, shirts, coats, 
hoods, helmets, gloves, boots, hearing protection, eyewear and ergonomic products such as knee, wrist, 
and back protectors. Safeware-Mallory provides station and workwear designed for fire, EMS, and 
rescue to meet the fire resistant and durability requirements of our customers.   

Respiratory protection is a firefighter’s lifeline. Safeware-Mallory provides both respiratory protection in 
the form of particulate filtering devices, half and full-face masks, powered air purifying respirators, and 
SCBAs.  Safeware-Mallory also provides repair and servicing for selected SCBAs and air compressors.  
Safeware-Mallory provides all type of equipment for within the station such as gear racks, air 
compressors, air and electric reels, and exhaust and vacuum systems.  We also provide critical 
communications equipment which is a necessity on all first responders’ equipment list such as mobile 
and portable radio units designed for any departments’ frequency needs and requirements.   

Being prepared to rescue an injured or trapped firefighter is an important part of every fire department.  
Safeware-Mallory has equipment specifically designed for RIT/RIC and personal escape devices built into 
turnout gear as well as tools and equipment brought with a firefighter into a dangerous environment. 
Safeware-Mallory has to tools for incident command to maintain accountability including PASS units 
built into SCBAs, standalone PASS devices to alert of down firefighters, and software/manual kits used 
by command staff to physically track everyone on the fire scene. Incident command software can also 
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provide information on location through mapping systems, illustrate unit locations and resources, and 
access preplans to reduce risk and increase firefighter safety.   

Recognizing that rehabilitation for personnel was an import part of firefighting operations, the NFPA 
established NFPA 1584 in 2008 requiring rehab to be built into the incident scene. Safeware-Mallory 
provides many products and equipment to support rehab including: hydration drinks, cooling devices 
and temporary shelters designed for hot or cold environments. Safeware-Mallory provides many options 
for gear bags and packs designed for carrying gear and other equipment for structural firefighting, 
wildland fire, rescue and EMS. Our web gear options are used to carry personal equipment close the 
body and support belts and packs. 

Having proper visibility in any environment helps reduce injuries, find victims in low light or smoky 
conditions. Safeware-Mallory offers a wide-range of personal flashlights, portable scene lighting, 
handheld and fixed thermal imaging options, search cameras and listening systems for search and 
rescue. 

For fire ground operations, Safeware-Mallory carries a large variety of hand tools including standard 
irons, hooks, pike poles, forcible entry, pry-bars, and other specialty tools such as hydra rams and K-
tools. For elevated operations and access at height, Safeware-Mallory offers many ladder options 
including aluminum sectional ladders, collapsible ladders and ropes and rigging for technical rescue. 
Safeware-Mallory provides several options for portable ventilation including electric, battery powered 
and gas-powered fans.  

At the heart of firefighting operations is the ability to put the fire out. Safeware-Mallory carries a large 
selection of structural firefighting hoses, wildland firefighting, nozzles for attack and truck mounted and 
appliances to connect and distribute water flow.  In cases of smaller fires, portable fire extinguishers are 
the preferred method for putting the fire out. Safeware-Mallory carries all types and sizes of fire 
extinguishers including: dry chemical, wet chemical, dry powder, CO2, water, foam, clean agent and 
concentrated foam for large applications using induction method or through storage tank. 

Specialized tools are needed for auto extrications or heavy rescue operations. Safeware-Mallory 
provides stabilizing tools, hydraulic hand rescue tools including: cutters, spreaders and rams. For heavy 
lifting, air cushions, and air bags are also available. 

Safeware-Mallory offers a wide variety of patient care options including: EMS first aid supplies and bags, 
heart monitors and AEDs, respiratory products, stretchers and carrying devices.   

Operating in a roadway is a dangerous assignment for firefighters, EMS, and law enforcement.  
Safeware-Mallory carries a large selection of personal safety devices including: hi-visibility clothing, 
vests, area lighting, e-flares, and message boards.    
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15. FACILITY SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE 
a. Communications  
b. Eyewashes and showers (portable, mounted, combinations, and mixing valves)  
c. Fire extinguishers  
d. Label Makers (portable and benchtop)  
e. Lighting (hand lights, headlamps, personal, and lanterns and area lighting)  
f. Lockout/Tagout (stations, padlock and hasps, electrical, confined space, and valve)  
g. Maintenance (abrasives, adhesives, sealants and tapes, electrical, HVAC and plumbing, janitorial, 

lubricants and penetrants, MRO, paint, tarps, hand tools, power tools, measuring and leveling, 
lawn and garden, and welding)  

h. Material handling and storage (bins, bottle carriers, carts, chests and lockers  
i. Matting (antifatigue and specialty)  
j. Signs and tags  
k. Waste disposal  
l. Wipers  

Providing a safe workplace requires a plan, knowledge of the potential hazards, and experience to 
successfully implement that program.  Every business needs a safety program from the small warehouse 
to a complex manufacturing facility and there are few who are as uniquely qualified to provide support 
of that plan as Safeware-Mallory. Most supply companies, who supply safety equipment, simply 
distribute the product with limited support and expertise, whereas Safeware-Mallory’s salesforce has 
been working in the most complex business environments for decades providing solutions to the unique 
safety needs of our customers.  Many of our salesforce are QSSP (Qualified Safety Sales Professional) 
certified which means that in addition to their field experience, they have been formally trained through 
an intensive course on technical and regulatory fundamentals of workplace safety and health sponsored 
by the International Safety Equipment Association (ISEA).  Larger customers who face complex safety 
requirements, invite our sales professionals to play an important role as a member on their safety 
committee regularly sitting in on meetings to provide direction and material support. In the field 
Safeware-Mallory sales professionals can participate in comprehensive safety program creation, 
perform safety audits and supply equipment and recommendations to comply with Federal OSHA 
regulations and applicable State and local laws for a wide range of hazards including but not limited to: 
PPE (personal protective equipment) requirements; noise monitoring and personal communication 
equipment; fixed and portable eyewash station products and strategic placement; fire extinguishers and 
placement; hazard labeling including label makers; portable lighting both personal and area scene 
illumination; lockout/tag-out equipment for applications such as electrical circuits, pipe valves confined 
space applications; material storage and handling for hazardous materials through moving devices such 
as dollys and carts, bins, bottle carriers, chests and lockers; complete signage and tag requirements from 
parking lot to bathrooms and all hazard signs and tags; ergonomic matting used for slip protection and 
anti-fatigue; hazard waste disposal equipment; industrial wipers including cloth, paper and synthetic 
materials used for any application; welding PPE including head to toe clothing, helmets and goggles, 
ventilation equipment, air monitoring and respiratory protection equipment.   

Safeware-Mallory has a full range of equipment and facility maintenance supplies including: abrasives, 
adhesives, sealants and tapes, electrical, HVAC and plumbing, janitorial, lubricants and penetrants, 
MRO, paint, tarps, hand tools, power tools, measuring and leveling, lawn and garden, and welding 
equipment. 
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29. VENDING SOLUTIONS 
Service and equipment to supply and manage an on-site vending program with contract relevant contents for refill, 
such as PPE, eyewear, ear plugs, gloves, etc. Solution to include: 

a. Real time usage reporting by employee, item, department, or cost code  

b. Low stock/out of stock alert for both supplier and customer  

c. Ability to restrict items by time, item, employee, or usage  

d. Ability to dispense both large and small items  

We believe so strongly in the potential cost savings of vending we built our own vending company, 
SNAPVEND.  Over 1200 machines have been deployed nationally with hundreds of customers such as 
Tesla, City of Tacoma, Clearwater Paper and Weyerhaeuser.    

Vending programs can save up to 30% in product usage, drastically cut down walk time by placing 
frequently used items closer to the work, improves accountability and inventory usage and forecasting 
capabilities.    

Unlike some other vending based inventory management solutions, Safeware/Mallory uses modern 
Web Technologies to provide real-time access to your data. Generating usage reports, setting 
restrictions on inventory usage, deploying new machines, and most other management operations 
require nothing more than an internet connection and a modern web browser. No extra software to 
install or keep updated means that you can focus on what the data means instead of how the system 
works.  Our reporting capabilities include everything in the RFQ Scope of Work and more.  A short 
training sessions empowers our customers to have a much or as little access to the software as they 
wish.   We believe transparency is the foundation of a good vending program.  Below is a sample of a 
few of our key reports.   

 

Our Machine Health Report tells us the inventory status of each coil in a machine. An alert is sent to 
both our customers and our Vending team when coil quantities hit yellow or red status. Thus warning us 
about a potential stock out before it happens.      
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Our vending solution eliminates the need for on board hard drives and pushes the software to the cloud 
allowing for lower overall costs, higher up times and less maintenance. The lower cost allows us to 
deploy vending for FREE to our customers in exchange for a marginal buying commitment.    

 

The Par Optimization report assists us in establishing refill quantities and frequency needed to maintain 

a 100% fill rate.   
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30. RELATED SERVICES 
Any related public safety and emergency preparedness products and services offered by supplier. 

Safeware-Mallory provides added value services including: SCBA maintenance and repair, SCBA flow 
testing, cylinder hydrostatic testing, fit testing, CBRNE instrument calibrations and repair, level A suit 
testing, fire hose testing, PPE cleaning, air compressor repair and maintenance and breathing air testing.   

Safeware-Mallory also provides many onsite and online training classes on a wide range of topics 

including: 
 

 Aerial Work/Lift Platforms 

 Back Safety 

 Bloodborne Pathogens 

 Bucket Truck Safety 

 Chainsaw Safety 

 Confined Space Entry Awareness 

 Confined Space Entry Operations 

 Confined Space Rescue 

 Cranes, Hoists & Lifts 

 Crane Safety Awareness 

 Defensive Driver (National Safety Council 
Certification) 

 Developing Effective Safety Action Teams 

 Do Your Own OSHA Inspection 

 Electrical Safe Work Practices 

 Emergency Action Plans 

 Evacuation Plans that Work 

 Ergonomics Hazard Assessment 

 Establishing a Safety & Health Committee 

 Fall Protection Awareness 

 Fall Protection Competent Person 

 Fire Prevention & Fire Extinguishers 

 First Aid CPR AED (National Safety Council 
Certification) 

 Flagger Certification (National Safety Council 
Certification) 

 Forklift Operator (industrial/warehouse) 

 Forklift Train the Trainer 

 Hand & Portable Power Tools 

 Hazard Communication/Right to Know 

 Hazard Identification 

 Hazardous Materials Awareness (initial and 
refresher) 

 Hazardous Materials Operations / Spill Response 
Team (initial and refresher) 

 Hazardous Materials 24 Hour Technician (initial 
and refresher) 

 Hazardous Waste Management (initial and 
refresher) 

 Hearing Conservation 

 High Voltage Electrical Safety 

 Hoists & Overhead Cranes 

 Job Safety Analysis/Job Hazard Analysis 

 Ladder Safety 

 Lead Safety 

 Lockout/Tagout Electrical Safety (authorized, 
affected and other) 

 Law Enforcement Public Order Civil Unrest 

 Law Enforcement Public Order Command 
Foundation Course 

 Machine Guarding 

 Material Handling 

 Mobile Cranes & Rigging 

 NFPA70E 

 OSHA 10-hour General Industry 

 OSHA 10-hour Construction 

 OSHA 30-hour General Industry 

 OSHA 30-hour Construction 

 OSHA Overview for HR Managers 

 OSHA Recordkeeping Requirements 

 Overhead Crane Operator 

 Personal Protective Equipment 

 Power Tool Safety 

 PPE Hazard Assessments 

 Respirator Fit-Tester Course 

 Respiratory Protection 

 Respiratory Protection Program Administrator 

 Safe Lifting 

 Safety Orientation Programs 

 Scaffold User 

 Scaffold Competent Person 

 Slinging and Rigging 

 Spill Response Team Training 

 TB & Airborne Pathogens 

 Trenching & Excavation Competent Person 

 Work Zone Safety Supervisor 
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31. OTHER NON-LISTED PUBLIC SAFETY, LAW ENFORCEMENT AND FIRE EQUIPMENT 
Equipment, supplies and materials (such as general Fire Turn -out gear and Law Enforcement Tactical equipment) 
that Bidder offers but does not appear specifically in the above categories. 

Safeware-Mallory has been providing equipment and services to support the current contract for over 6 
½ years. In preparation for this solicitation we offered feedback relative to the list of categories that 
included the highest demand for our services. The response provided by Safeware-Mallory in this 
technical response represents a comprehensive list of our best current capabilities offered. However, in 
the world of ever-changing threats and challenges, Safeware-Mallory will expand capabilities to include 
any additional categories and products required by our customers to meet their needs.  
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C. AWARENESS OF D IFFICULTIES &  PLAN TO SURMOUNT  

As the current contract holder, Safeware-Mallory is well aware of the difficulties associated with a 
contract of such an extensive scope and breadth. The challenges with this contract are many but can be 
broken down into three major factors which include the size of the contract scope, the ability to provide 
national coverage, and the resources necessary to service the contract.  

CONTRACT SCOPE 
The current contract includes 19 categories and the new RFP includes 31 diverse groups. This varied list 
of product categories presents a serious challenge to any single company. Traditional law enforcement 
distributors do not have the experience in fire departments or general safety. Fire distributors tend to 
be limited to regional coverage due to fire equipment manufacturers’ dealer agreements. Neither group 
has strong positioning in industrial safety or physical security and computer networking for complex 
CCTV and access control. Safeware-Mallory has several advantages over other providers and is uniquely 
positioned to support this contract. First, both companies began as independent safety distributors 
servicing all manner of commercial manufacturing and construction giving us a broad background in 
safety. The personal protective equipment (PPE) used in industry is, many instances, the same 
equipment used by first responders.  For example, chemical manufacturers utilize a very high level of 
PPE including level-A suits, SCBAs, and detection equipment similar to equipment used by HAZMAT 
teams.  Because of this similarity, both companies began to service first responders decades ago 
becoming recognized as leaders in the FR community today. Over the last 6 ½ years Safeware-Mallory 
has systematically increased our capabilities in almost every category to our current position today 
where the current categories reads like a list of our core competencies.   

COVERAGE 
In preparation for our 2011 response to the 
current Public Safety contract, we recognized 
the need for complete country coverage in 
order to reach out to the 30,000 registered 
USC customers.  Safeware was strong in the 
Mid-West and East Coast with limited 
penetration into the West Coast.  Mallory 
Safety and Supply has a strong foot print on 
the West Coast and Mid-West.  As a combined 
effort over the last 6 ½ years, we have 
successfully covered the entire US including 
Alaska, Hawaii, and US Territories and continue 
to grow our salesforce and marketing efforts to 
extend our reach. 
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RESOURCES 
A successful organization must have a system in place with both the flexibility to adapt with every 
changing situations and the rigidity of defined managerial roles that will oversee the execution of the 
plan and its changes. Commitment to the program from senior management is critical as company-wide 
adherence to the program is necessary for success.  

Safeware and Mallory have worked closely together to ensure a unified approach to contract support by 
devoting significant financial and personnel resources in support of the contract. Sales management and 
marketing efforts are combined to ensure unified priorities and approach. Lines of communication have 
long been established between all levels of the organizations and regular meetings as well as use of 
collaborative tools have helped us to maintain consistency and development of best practices for 
contract execution. Use of the same software platform makes operational procedures and reporting 
straightforward. 

PLANT TO SURMOUNT 
Our Preliminary Work Plan at the onset of the current contract consisted of three phases beginning with 
startup and analysis of our current customers, contacting existing users of other U.S. Communities 
contracts, and ending with converting previously unregistered users. A look at our sales numbers from 
2012 shows that this process took some time due to virtually no carry over from the previous contract, 
but our continuous growth resulting in sales of over $46 million in 2017 and $196 million total sales from 
the start of the contract demonstrates that we have been successful in our efforts and provided the 
necessary resources and focus enabling this growth. 

The continued growth in contract sales will come from the ongoing execution of our current strategy.  
The strategy consists of multiple parts involving sales analytics, sales representative allocation and 
expansion, marketing efforts, and laser focus.  Our sales strategy has changed over the years as we 
gained experience and found what works and what does not. Today we take a multi-layered approach 
with our sales staff where many agencies are supported by several reps who are product experts in a 
category such as law enforcement or physical security. By working together, we can more fully cover a 
single agency’s needs.   

Safeware-Mallory also utilizes sales analytics to determine sales penetration, areas of improvement, and 
opportunity utilizing cost vs benefit methodology.  Safeware and Mallory have invested heavily in 
marketing activities to provide several functions; first by supporting our name recognition and contract 
availability to perspective customers, and secondly to engage customer who we might not otherwise be 
able to contact. This is done through our comprehensive website, email lists, publication advertising and 
social media capabilities. Trade shows and summits are also an important mechanism for reaching new 
and existing customers providing a single showcase for new products and services.  Safeware and 
Mallory attend on average over 75 shows per year, not including USC summits, both individually and in 
jointly shared booth spaces.   
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THE FIRST SIXTY DAYS 
If awarded the contract, our senior management team will meet to execute the notification process to 
all existing customers and begin to lay the groundwork for creating new bridged contracts with agencies 
requiring such contracts.  We will quickly engage agencies where supervisor or board approval is 
required and get on schedule for public hearings if needed so that we can have little to no disruption 
from old to new contract. 

Implementation of the new contract will be designed to leverage current relationships with municipal 
agencies and create a fresh face for the contract in an effort to attract new potential target customers. 
New contract roll-out will be executed with joint efforts from the Safeware-Mallory and U.S. 
Communities Marketing teams.  

We will energize the marketplace with the following campaign encompassing the first 60 days of the 
new contract. Elements to include: 

 Initial roll-out call with the U.S. Communities Program Managers  

 Emphasizing the value of the contract with focus on target customers and 

opportunities for market growth. 

 Initial roll-out call with Advisory Board Members 

 Emphasizing target products and campaigns for success 

 Emails to Registered Agencies  

 Emphasizing the new contract and offering special incentives in the form of 

special buys for the new contract 

 Webinars 

 Targeted at both purchasing and agency (fire & police) customers 

 Communicating the breadth of the contract and our offering 

 Update Print Material 

 Reprints of all catalogs, line cards, business cards, etc. refreshing the look of and 

announcing the new contract 

 Press Releases 

 Announcing the contract and emphasizing its benefits 

 Social Media 

 Posts on various social media channels (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn) to 

announce new contract and emphasize benefits of use 

TRAINING 
Training will be a huge part of our implementation plan as universal understanding of the contract 
throughout the company is critical to our success. Contract commitments are made at the executive 
level, but are carried down to every employee through our levels of management.  

 Employees 

 In-service USC contract training for all departments respective of their contract role 

 Paired with a fresh understanding of all of the new contract details ensuring all 

employees have at least basic understanding of contract merits  
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 Occurring just prior to contract inception to ensure that Safeware-Mallory personnel are 

up to date and ready for contract kick-off 

 Sales 

 In-service USC contract training for all sales personnel on new contract details 

 Mandatory training with USC Program Manager to further improve our contract skills 

 Vendors 

 New focus! 

 Intent to create excitement in the supply chain to create even more lift for our contract 

 Scheduled vendor “Town Halls” during the first 60 day 

 Manufacturer partners will be invited to send sales personnel, in person or via webinar, 

for contract training 

 Resources will be provided to announce inclusion of their products on U.S. Communities 

 Ex. POS booth materials for trade shows, logos, branding for websites  

2.0 TREATMENT OF THE ISSUES  

We recognize the scope of work as presented and we feel that it fundamentally represents the 
important aspects of the contract: to provide a full offering of products for fire and police, to provide to 
protect every worker in a government agency of any time, and all other eligible U.S. Communities 
contract customers, and to have a strong fundamental understanding of the procurement of these 
products. 

We understand that we are responsible to consult with government procurement professionals based 
on a strong understanding of the legal and regulatory issues involved, to promote adoption of the U.S. 
Communities contract in a way that delivers hard cost savings on the products that they buy, as well as 
savings in the cost of the procurement process. We find the Request for Proposal to be complete, 
thorough and relevant in every detail. 

3.0 STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS  

3.1 ORGANIZATIONAL AND STAFF EXPERIENCE 

As the incumbent on this contract, Safeware-Mallory has seven years’ worth of examples of our 
experience with the subject matter of this contract. Safeware-Mallory hosts a plethora of benefits as 
both current and future contract holders, which can be summarized by our Dedication, Responsiveness, 
and ability to be a Solution Provider.  

A. DEDICATION  

Safeware and Mallory are both family owned and operated businesses with strong dedication to fill the 
need for public safety equipment. We are proud to supply our first responders and others in the public 
safety industry with the equipment necessary for them go to work every day and come home safely. 
Executive leadership of both companies fully supports the commitment of such a contract and serve as 
an example of dedication to the job. We have many personnel dedicated full time to supporting the 
contract, and many employees who have experience with U.S. Communities outside of Safeware-
Mallory’s current contract. Our teams are knowledgeable concerning grant fulfillment and can support 
complex requirements with short deadlines. We work closely with procurement and understand their 
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pain points. This deep dedication to serving our customers is seeded in the corporate culture promoted 
by our executives.   

EXECUTIVE EXPERIENCE 
Edward Simons, CEO of Safeware, has made the success of Safeware in the U.S. Communities contract a 
personal mission. Ed has attended many quarterly reviews, and 6 of the U.S. Communities Annual 
Conferences. He has hands on role with the U.S. Communities team, the Advisory Board members, and 
Safeware key U.S. Communities customers. Ed exemplifies Executive involvement and his involvement is 
directly related to the success of Safe ware’s U.S. Communities contract. 

Rick Bond, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, has been supporting customers in this contract since 
2009. Rick worked for the prior contract holder, in his first full year working the U.S. Communities 
contract there; he grew his territory from 2.6 million in sales to 8.1 million. Why? Rick realized that this 
contract requires not only purchasing support and education, but also the strong support of the end 
user customers (as every purchasing professional will tell you!). Rick worked directly with the fire and 
police customers to earn their business, and continues to enjoy a portfolio of nationwide contacts at the 
end user level. Rick also understood that large capitol and grant funded projects require tremendous 
detail and flexibility in pricing, and he delivered lower costs to many government customers. Rick 
accounted for approximately half of the contract sales of the past contract holder prior to the Safeware 
award. 

Rick flourished in the customer focused atmosphere of Safeware (where he worked for 13 years earlier 
in his career), and in 2016 he accepted his new role as the VP of Sales. Rick has led several U.S. 
Communities webinars, including one on emergency procurement where he was able to share his own 
personal experiences as a supplier during high profile national emergencies spanning several decades. 
Rick is a hand on leader, with deep and lasting relationships with Government Purchasing Professionals 
as well as fire and police customers across the country. 

COMPANY EXPERIENCE 
Everyone in the company currently has a hand in supporting the U.S. Communities contract. Top 
management regularly attends the annual La Jolla Conference as well as all quarterly sales reviews with 
U.S Communities managers. Safeware-Mallory includes U.S. Communities reporting in their company 
wide sales meetings including information about the progress of the contract’s revenue towards our 
yearly goals, any new manufacturers with training to support the contract’s eligible categories of items, 
sales strategies and pitches, re-education of U.S. Communities benefits and best practices. From the top 
down, all company members are reminded, well aware of, and involved in supporting the U.S. 
Communities contract. 

Our customer service team is knowledgeable and experienced in supporting government customers. Our 
quotes always reference relevant contract detail, and customers are assured of receiving the eligible 
contract pricing. Safeware-Mallory customer service reps are trained on the U.S. Communities contract 
and receive regular product training to insure the proper support of the contract objectives. 

SALES EXPERIENCE 
All Safeware sales representatives are trained on government purchasing and the U.S. Communities 
contract. Each sales representative regularly works in support of the local U.S. Communities Program 
Manager and attends government purchasing events, obtaining best practice information to help them 
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consult with government customers in regards to the use of cooperative contracts. All Safeware sales 
representatives have access to the U.S. Communities UConnect portal and access the U.S. Communities 
website for important information so that they can be a resource to government purchasing 
professionals. 

 State and Local Government (NIGP) – Safeware routinely attends NIGP conferences 

across the country to support our contract sales 

 State Government National Governors Association – Safeware was honored to have 

Rick Bond speak to the Homeland Security Advisory Council of the National Governors 

Association in 2015. The talk was in regards to Safeware’s U.S. Communities contract 

and was reinforced with statements from Chris Kelenske of the Michigan State Police, 

who spoke to the council regarding the benefits of the contract to the State of Michigan. 

Safeware also attended the annual NGA conference in 2017 in Providence Rhode Island. 

Safeware is a leading edge contract holder for U.S. Communities at the State level 

boasting 11 states currently bridged with the Safeware U.S. Communities contract. The 

states of Michigan, Massachusetts, and Maryland are among our larger success stories. 

 Large Cities – Safeware has been successful in penetrating large cities. The core 

commodities on the Safeware contact along with our reputation with the end user 

customers has driven adoption from Washington DC, Cleveland, and Houston among 

others. 

GRANT FULFILLMENT 
We work with customers daily on meeting their complex requirements and critical timeframes due to 
grant deadlines. The majority of Mallory’s U.S Communities business is funded by grant funds because of 
the unique solution the contract offers and the diligent job both companies have done making this 
contract available to agencies in grant-funded regions. All departments throughout Safeware and 
Mallory are trained and acutely aware of sensitivity of grant deadlines and work together to help ensure 
all customers receive items on time.  

Every December, agencies get notified of leftover funds and must order, purchase and receive 
equipment eligible on the Approved Equipment List (AEL) from FEMA sometimes in less than two weeks. 
Safeware-Mallory makes sure they stay abreast of each agency’s leftover grant opportunities and keep 
them aware of this option of piggybacking on the U.S. Communities contract so both sides can maximize 
these often large windfalls. 

Safeware-Mallory leverages their manufacturer relationships to meet customer’s often tight deadlines 
to ensure product arrives on time and all paperwork is in order to fulfill grant requirements otherwise 
the customer loses their funds. The consistent delivery on these critical commitments throughout the 
span of the U.S. Communities contract period has earned Safeware and Mallory the reliable reputation 
and trust that agencies depend on to meet their deadlines resulting in repeat large scale purchases. 

NATIONAL ELECTIONS 
Safeware supported the City of Cleveland in the purchase of public safety equipment in preparation for 
the 2016 Republican National Convention.  Difficulties in the acquisition of federal funds as well as other 
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hurdles put the City in the challenging position of having to purchase product to protect thousands of 
officers with only a few short weeks to complete the purchases and have the products delivered. Many 
products also required fitting and training further increasing the lead time. Fortunately, the City had 
passed a resolution making the Safeware U.S. Communities contract an option for these purchases. 
Safeware worked closely with the City Procurement staff as well as the command staff from fire and 
police assigned to the event to ensure that all of the products were delivered and that training and 
fitting took place in time for the big event. Safeware was also honored to provide products to the City of 
Philadelphia for the 2016 DNC, and we also supplied many products to the City of Tampa for the 
convention which was held there in 2012. 

WASHINGTON, DC 
Washington DC Office of Contracts and Procurement had a seemingly impossible task in procuring 
emergency supplies for the January 2017 Presidential Inauguration.  Funds became available for long 
lead time items with only a few short weeks until the big event. Fortunately, DC had been utilizing 
Safeware and the U.S. Communities contract allowing us to work together to get the mission critical 
items in the hands of the police department just in time for the Inauguration. 

COBB COUNTY 
Consider these excerpts from a government publication, regarding the teamwork of Safeware with Cobb 
County, GA Procurement to address purchases needed in time for the grand opening of SunTrust Park in 
2017: 

As opening day plans for the new Atlanta Braves Stadium, SunTrust 
Park, were being finalized, public safety leaders were completing the 
traffic and security measures to be implemented around the SunTrust 
Park area. On opening day, April 14th, officials would be implementing 
their well-planned processes and procedures to ensure traffic flowed 
smoothly and the safety of the thousands of visitors attending the game 
was secure.  

Critical to the implementation of these plans was a list of items that 
needed to be purchased and delivered prior to opening day. The Police 
Department had several meetings with Bill Thomas, Supervisor of 
General Purchasing for Cobb County to outline their supplies and 
specifications. Some of the requirements included more than 1,000 
safety cones, metal barricades, golf carts, Polaris all-terrain vehicles, 
safety balloons, generators and covered trailers – representing 
thousands of dollars.  

The first pitch date was approaching and Bill needed to ensure that the 
procurement of the extensive list proceeded smoothly. To do this, he 
turned to two U.S. Communities contracts: Safeware for the majority of 
the public safety items and Club Car for the golf carts.  

Joe proposed the cooperative contracts to the public safety team. “Using 
these contracts would save a lot of time by eliminating the need for an 
RFP and I knew we would get their lowest pricing,” said Joe. “Everything 
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that was needed was available through these two contracts which really 
streamlined the entire process.” 

Arriving at opening day without these items was not negotiable. Before 
proceeding, Joe had several meetings with Safeware to ensure the items 
they needed were covered under the contract and would be delivered by 
the designated dates. “I was most concerned with the Polaris vehicles 
since they were the most expensive items. I wanted absolute 
confirmation there would be no issues with the purchase. Sometimes 
when working with a vendor, you start the process and then find out a 
particular item is not available or can’t be delivered by the needed 
date.” stated Joe. “Working with Safeware went as smoothly as it could 
have gone.” 

As an Advisory Board member for U.S. Communities, Cobb County is 
familiar with the advantages of utilizing U.S. Communities contracts. 
The solicitation process by a lead public agency is similar to the Cobb 
County purchasing process so the requirements for a competitive bid are 
met. Being able to utilize a cooperative contract streamlines the entire 
purchasing process and eliminates the time needed for an RFP. U.S. 
Communities has rigorous supplier commitments to ensure their supplier 
partners offer their best government pricing. “Using U.S. Communities, 
we knew we were getting the most competitive pricing,” said Joe.  

Safeware enjoys a good relationship with Cobb County, and SunTrust Park is just another example of our 
work with procurement professional to meet deadlines with important public safety purchases. 

We are constantly engaging regularly with procurement, purchasing managers, and buyers to assist with 
current and upcoming projects helping bridge the gap between the specific technical needs of the end 
users and the need for a convenient way to purchase on the procurement side. For example, Los 
Angeles City Fire has a long standing relationship with both an ambulance company and a helicopter 
company whose contracts were due to expire. The purchasing department was under the impression 
that they had to go out to bid to resolicit for these expensive and high profile contracts, but with the 
help of Mallory’s well trained sales team discovered they were eligible to piggyback onto the U.S. 
Communities contract. The business for both contracts was transferred over to the contract through 
Mallory resulting in significant savings in both hard and soft costs.  

B. RESPONSIVENESS  

Safeware-Mallory is responsive to customer needs of all kinds. When disaster strikes, we are there to 
help agencies recover. We are on-call 24/7 to respond with product and solutions to rapidly deliver 
supplies to agencies in need during both natural and homeland safety disasters. Consider the following 
examples that highlight our ability to respond to emergency.  

STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS  
Safeware has worked closely with many contacts at the State of Massachusetts since the U.S. 
Communities contract was bridged in 2016. One recent success was the need for State Emergency 
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Management to purchase kits and trailers for sheltering residents in an emergency. While the 
preparations for the purchase had taken place over many years, the money became available in January 
of this year with a delivery required in April. A meeting took place and fortunately, Safeware has 
experience with this type of kit and trailers before. Two weeks after the initial meeting, the quotes were 
finalized, and two days after that, purchase orders were created enabling the State to meet their 
deadlines. 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 
Safeware was contacted in August of 2014 by representatives of the State of Michigan Department of 
Technology, Management and Budget. The state had been surprised by terrible flooding, forcing many 
residents from their homes and causing widespread damage. The State sent over an equipment list of 
flood clean up items, hoping that Safeware could somehow source thousands of each of these items. 
This contact took place on a Saturday morning and volunteers were being mobilized already for the 
clean-up. Safeware contacted a key contract partner regarding the supplies, and it was immediately 
recognized that the listed components actually were parts of a kit that listed on the U.S. Communities 
contact pricing for that vendor, Propac. This kit is manufactured for the American Red Cross and 
Salvation Army, among others. The State made arrangements for the purchase of a full truckload of kits, 
which were loaded on a truck in South Carolina and dispatched on Sunday morning to the flood sites in 
Michigan. Local governments in the affected area also requested kits after speaking with the State, and 
as registered U.S. Communities customers, the county was able to purchase several pallets on their own 
to augment the clean-up. 

This success story was presented by Safeware, along with a representative of the State of Michigan, to 
the Homeland Security Advisory Council of the National Governors Association in 2015. 

MIAMI DADE  
The whole country received a big scare in 2016 with an outbreak of the Zika virus, and in August of that 
year, cases were reported in South Florida. Miami Dade County, a great customer of Safeware on the 
U.S. Communities contract, sprang into action and began to procure emergency supplies such as insect 
repellant, wipes and sprays to protect employees and the public. Safeware was able to source all of the 
required products and coordinate emergency deliveries to support the response. Safeware also 
provided Miami Dade with products during the recent hurricanes of 2017, working around the clock 
with County representatives during the preparations and aftermath. 

PRODUCT INNOVATION 
Being responsive is more than responding quickly in times of disaster. We also respond to changes in the 
market, always looking for the latest products to solve today’s problems. Safeware-Mallory invites 
manufacturers to regularly scheduled sales meetings to introduce new technology and product offerings 
and train our sales teams on presenting the options to our growing customer base. We attend numerous 
trade shows with the intent not only to make new contacts, but to find new and innovative products 
that will meet end users’ needs. Mallory, for example, has regularly exhibited at Urban Shield and 
donated new technology to the 72-hour scenario portion of the event during which 40+ SWAT teams 
test equipment in security type scenarios as a way to discover new technology and develop better 
tactics for high risk situations.  
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Both Safeware and Mallory, while attending trade shows independently, also present jointly at various 
shows and conferences along with manufacturers to aid in product demonstration and customer 
meetings. These shows are opportunities to increase our customer base, spread our knowledge of the 
various public safety markets, and promote the U.S. Communities contract vehicle. A full listing of the 
shows attended in 2017 will be presented later in this proposal.  

C. SOLUTION PROVIDERS  

Safeware-Mallory has an extensive and diverse vendor base made up of over a thousand individual 
vendors comprised of safety, law enforcement and Special Forces, fire and rescue, emergency and first 
aid, surveillance and physical security manufacturers. We utilize these relationships to offer our 
customers a variety of product to meet their specific needs and preferences. We save our customers 
time by being a single source for all of their public safety needs, with the ability to combine multi-vendor 
requirements into one purchase such as when we provided the City of Las Vegas Metro Police 
Department with a variety of riot gear and Personal Protective Gear from multiple manufactures on a 
single purchase order. A combination of our unified buying power, along with our market expertise, and 
our knowledgeable staff make us excellent solution providers.  

We are experts in the market with relationships with the most popular brands in public safety as well as 
specialized vendors. We work with end users to find unique solutions to fit our customers’ needs and 
often work closely with the manufacturer to develop specific items or kits that fit these needs.  

DIVERSE VENDOR BASE 
Safeware-Mallory identifies and trains with relevant manufacturers on their products in each respective 
public safety channel and regularly includes manufacturer experts on joint calls, demos, in person 
meetings and presentations with interested end-users. Trial and Evaluation programs are also made 
available to the customers with multiple manufacturers on the same product so customers can feel 
confident with their final purchasing decision. Manufacturers included encompasses virtually Safeware-
Mallory’s entire catalog including 3M, US Armor, MSA, Avon, Armor Express, United Shield, Crewboss, 
Mustang Survival, Chinook, Blauer, Lion, Firedex, as well as most PPE manufactures (head, hand, eyes), 
etc. 

Safeware-Mallory consults with its extensive end-user customer base to stay up to date on technology 
they are using to add to the U.S. Communities contract to make available to other end-users. Safeware-
Mallory ensures there are multiple manufacturer options under popular categories to give end-users the 
best opportunity to make informed decisions to suit their needs specific to their agency. 

The Orange County Fire department, the largest Southern California fire agency, was looking for ballistic 
armor for active shooter incidents. They had a specific budget, needed to outfit 700 seats and also 
needed solutions for storage. The Safeware-Mallory team was able to present samples of ballistic armor 
from multiple manufacturers such as US Armor, Armor Express, United Shield, and Safariland so that the 
customer could choose the right products to fit accommodate their budget. The final deal included free 
helmet pouches and vest carrier bags as well as the only 7-year warranty available on ballistic armor to 
amortize their spend more effectively versus the standard 5-year warranty.  
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UNIFIED BUYING 
An excellent example of the benefit of unified buying is with security projects which encompass multiple 
vendors for cameras, software, storage as well as installation services and labor. Safeware-Mallory 
offers unique Government Security Solutions combining a myriad of equipment solutions and 
customizations based on customers very unique needs. These solutions are difficult to procure because 
due to their sensitive nature, they cannot be advertised in the way that normal goods and services are. 
The U.S. Communities contract is an excellent resolution to this issue as it saves government purchasing 
from having to solicit such sensitive projects via open bidding and allows them to utilize a single source 
for such complex multi-vendor requirements.  

PHYSICAL SECURITY & INTEROPERABLE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
SUCCESS STORY #1: 

A large Southeastern City was experiencing an extremely high felony crime rate. The City generated 
Citywide funding and applied for and was awarded multiple security grants (State & Local and Federal) 
to build out a $12M Real Time Crime Center for their Public Safety Department in order to gain greater 
situational awareness and coordinate with ground units and personnel. Besides designing and building 
out a multi-room security ops center, the Safeware-Mallory team integrated many technologies 
including and not limited to: Shot Detection, LPR (License Plate Recognition), Intelligent Citywide CCTV, 
Online Community Tip Line, Online Pawn Shop Stolen Good Activity, Social Site Monitoring, Body Cam 
Upload Integration, Citywide Network Connectivity, Interoperable Communications, and Multi-Agency 
Situational Rooms. This “Real Time Crime Center” has become a showcase for many Law Enforcement 
agencies both state and local as well as Federal and has been of great interest to some of the world’s 
largest corporations as it is being viewed as the benchmark for future “Real Time Crime Centers”. 

SUCCESS STORY #2: 
In 2017, Major League Baseball held their annual All Star Game in the City of Miami and required a 
physical security system, covert in nature due the extremely high ranking political and celebrity 
attendees. The Safeware-Mallory team designed and built out a rapid deployable physical security 
network along with the end-point devices necessary to provide situational awareness across a multi-
agency encompassing state, local, Federal Law Enforcement support team. The project was challenging 
as the original networking design had to be revised multiple times due to constant new high-rise 
construction changing the “line of sight” requirements. Another large challenge was creating 
interoperability across multiple platforms as many Federal agencies brought with them their own highly 
secure networking equipment that had different bandwidth spectrums from the State & Local agency 
networking equipment. The Safeware-Mallory team was, however, able to configure a design for the 
secure operation center that brought all law enforcement parties onto a common operating platform. 

SUCCESS STORY #3: 
A large Northeastern County was operating on outdated (1920’s/1950’s/1980’s) security measures 
throughout their regional corrections facility. In 2015, the Safeware-Mallory team brought the County 
up to current security technologies that included CCTV, and Access Control. The County was so pleased 
with the Safeware-Mallory team that the County subsequently contracted with the Safeware-Mallory 
team to bring their Prosecutor’s Office, County Operation Offices, County Courthouse, and other critical 
County support facilities under the newly designed Safeware-Mallory security platform. To this day 
Safeware-Mallory is viewed as a trusted security partner with the County. 
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SUCCESS STORY #4: 
A large Southeastern City was experiencing a high volume of stolen vehicles. Many vehicles were being 
driven out on City roads. The Safeware-Mallory team designed, configured, and built multiple License 
Plate Recognition (LPR) trailers with built in cellular connectivity. The intent of the trailers was to alert 
local law enforcement of stolen car hits. Within the first week of deploying the trailers, the City Police 
Department was averaging and apprehending over five stolen cars per week just on one main 
thoroughfare alone. During the next City Commission meeting, the Police Chief was pleased to report 
their results and out of that meeting started the allocation of nearly $7M to the Safeware-Mallory team 
for additional Citywide security measures throughout the City. 

SUCCESS STORY #5: 
A major Northeastern City was operating on an outdated public safety communications system. They 
had previously contracted with one of the world’s largest communication conglomerates only to end up 
extremely frustrated as they continued to experience sporadic connectivity between their headquarters 
and their first responders entering various buildings throughout the City. The Safeware-Mallory team 
approached the City with a hybrid upgrade approach. We integrated a CAD fusion software solution 
along with upgrading their entire Distributed Antenna System (DAS) hardware support structure. This 
implementation of the new hardware has rapidly eliminated dead spots in communication granting the 
City peace of mind that their systems are operating as intended and helping to keep their first 
responders safe. 

SUCCESS STORY #6: 
A large Northeastern County owned the land where a cellular communications tower once stood. This 
area of the Northeast has vast amounts of open, undeveloped, and environmentally protected lands and 
their public safety network along with the consumer cellular network was lacking coverage. The 
Safeware-Mallory team advised the County at no cost on how to best utilize their land and how to bring 
to the table the largest cellular tower owner operating in the US. The Safeware team also advised the 
County that it was possible to co-locate their public safety antennas (microwave licensed spectrum and 
cellular) at one elevation of the proposed tower while allowing the top tier cellular service providers to 
compete for tower space at other height locations. The County has since entered into their tower lease 
agreement as outlined by the Safeware-Mallory team. 

3.2 REFERENCES 

Please see Attachment C 

3.3 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  

Please see Attachment D for Safeware financials from 2016. Statements from 2017 have not yet been 
finalized by our auditors. (CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETORY)  
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4.0 SUPPLIER QUALIFICATIONS 

4.1 SUPPLIER COMMITMENTS 

Safeware-Mallory acknowledges U.S. Communities’ view of the importance of a successful supplier 
relationship as a foundation for providing maximum benefit to Participating Public Agencies as well as 
the Supplier. We therefore agree to the following commitments in order to ensure we provide the 
highest level of public benefit to Participating Public Agencies: 

A. CORPORATE COMMITMENT  

 Safeware-Mallory agrees to the terms and conditions of the Master Agreement and 

acknowledges that the pricing, terms, and conditions shall at all times be our primary 

Contractual offering of Products and Services to Public Agencies. All of our marketing and 

sales efforts to Public Agencies will demonstrate that the Master Agreement is our primary 

offering and not just one of our contract options.  

 Safeware-Mallory agrees that our entire sales force shall present the Master Agreement 

when marketing Products or Services to Public Agencies.  

 Safeware-Mallory agrees to advise all existing Public Agency customers as to the pricing and 

other value offered through the Master agreement.  

 Upon authorization by a Public Agency, Safeware-Mallory agrees to transition customer to 

the pricing, terms, and conditions of the Master Agreement.  

 Safeware-Mallory commits that the U.S. Communities program and the Master Agreement 

will receive the highest level of support from senior management and subordinates. 

 Safeware-Mallory asserts that the following contacts have been assigned to support the 

contract (see National Staffing Plan, section 5.5):   

 National Accounts Manager - senior management level personnel with the 

authority and responsibility to ensure that these Commitments are maintained at all 

times.  

 Lead Referral Manager - responsible for both receiving communications from U.S. 

Communities concerning new Participating Public Agency registrations as well as for 

ensuring timely follow-up by staff to requests for contact from Participating Public 

Agencies.  

 IT Lead – responsible for updating and supporting current supplier-based internet 

web page dedicated to Safeware-Mallory’s U.S. Communities program and linked to 

U.S. Communities’ website  

 Safeware-Mallory’s senior management team, led by Edward Simons, President of Safeware, 

and Shawn Murray, Chief Operating Officer of Mallory, fully supports and endorses our 

commitments to the U.S. Communities program and its requirements ensuring long term 

participation as our primary Public Agency contract vehicle.  

 In states where we have an existing Contract for Products and Services, Safeware-Mallory 

agrees to notify the state of the Master Agreement and will make all efforts to transition the 

state to U.S. Communities program. Regardless of the state’s decision to transition to the 
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Master Agreement, Safeware-Mallory will continue to primarily offer the Master Agreement 

to all Public Agencies located within that state.  

B. PRICING COMMITMENT  

 Safeware-Mallory commits that the pricing offered under the Master Agreement is the 

lowest overall available pricing on Products and services offered to Public Agencies.  

 Contracts Offering Lower Prices – In the case that a pre-existing contract provides one or 

more Public Agency a lower price than offered under the Master Agreement, Safeware-

Mallory agrees to match the lower pricing and inform eligible Public Agencies that the lower 

pricing is available under the Master Agreement. If the Public Agency requests to be 

transitioned to the Master Agreement, Safeware-Mallory shall comply and report all future 

purchases under the U.S. Communities Contract. Examples of these obligations include state 

contracts, regional cooperative contracts, and contracts with individual Public Agencies.  

 Deviating Buying Patterns – Safeware-Mallory understands that we may occasionally 

encounter a Public Agency with a buying pattern or terms and conditions that considerably 

deviate from the normal Public Agency patterns causing pricing under the Master 

Agreement to be higher than an alternative contract held by Safeware-Mallory. In the event 

of such a situation, Safeware-Mallory will evaluate the unique circumstances to determine if 

pricing under the contract can be reduced for items that are causing the deviation for that 

Public Agency.  

 Supplier’s Options in Responding to a Third Party Procurement Solicitation – Safeware-

Mallory understands that Public Agencies may issue their own solicitations, despite it being 

the objective of U.S. Communities to encourage piggybacking onto the Master Agreement. 

In the event of such solicitations, Safeware-Mallory recognizes the five available options and 

will determine on a case-by-case basis which option is best for the U.S. Communities, the 

Public Agency, and Safeware-Mallory. We recognize the following five available options: 

 We may opt not to respond to the procurement solicitation or make the Master 

Agreement available to the Public Agency as a comparison.  

 We may respond with the pricing, terms, and conditions of the Master Agreement. 

If awarded the contract, the sales would be reported as sales under the Master 

Agreement.  

 If competitive conditions require pricing lower than the standard Master Agreement 

pricing, Safeware-Mallory may submit lower pricing through the Master Agreement. 

If awarded, we would report sales as sales under the Master Agreement but would 

not be required to extend the lower price to other Public Agencies.  

 We may respond to the solicitation with pricing that is higher (net to buyer) than 

the pricing offered under the Master Agreement. If awarded, we acknowledge that 

we are still bound by all obligations set forth in Section 3.3 of the Master Agreement 

including the requirement to advise the awarding Public Agency of the pricing, 

terms, and conditions of the Master Agreement.  
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 We may respond to the solicitation with pricing that is higher (net to buyer) than 

the pricing offered under the Master Agreement and if an alternative response is 

permitted, Safeware-Mallory may offer the pricing under the Master Agreement as 

an alternative for consideration.  

C. ECONOMY COMMITMENT  

Safeware-Mallory understands the benefits of the Master Agreement over alternative options 
such as competitive solicitation pricing, and agrees to demonstrate these benefits and as well as 
continue to proactively offer the terms and pricing of the Master Agreement to Public Agencies 
as a more effective alternative to the cost and time associated with such alternate proposals 
and solicitations.  

D. SALES COMMITMENT   

The Safeware-Mallory sales force will be properly trained, engaged, and committed to 
marketing the Master Agreement as Safeware-Mallory’s primary offering to Public Agencies. 
Compensation for the sales force shall be greater to or equal to their current compensation 
earned through other Public Agency contracts.  

 Supplier Sales – Safeware-Mallory acknowledges responsibility for proactive sales of 

products and services to qualifying agencies and agrees to timely follow-up on sales leads 

from U.S. Communities. The program will be marketed aggressively though several 

approaches including but not limited to targeted advertising, direct mail, and online 

marketing. We will continue utilizing current methods with a proven track record of success. 

Regardless of the method of marketing, Safeware-Mallory agrees to include the U.S. 

Communities logo and agrees to employ its use per the standards defined in this agreement. 

Though U.S. Communities already has access to logos for Safeware, Mallory, and Safeware-

Mallory and standards of use, any new logo or standards shall be provided to U.S. 

Communities upon award of this new contract and Safeware-Mallory grants U.S. 

Communities the use of our logos in accordance with our standards and requirements. 

Safeware-Mallory agrees to convey the following key points concerning the Master 

Agreement with all sales initiatives and marketing: i) that it was competitively solicited by 

Fairfax County, ii) it provides Safeware-Mallory’s best overall pricing and value to eligible 

agencies, iii) there is no cost to participating Public Agencies, and iv) it is a non-exclusive 

Contract.  

 Branding and Logo Compliance – Safeware-Mallory agrees to comply with all U.S. 

Communities branding and logo standards and guidelines. Marketing material designed for 

U.S. Communities will be submitted for review and approval prior to distribution.  

 Sales Force Training – Safeware-Mallory assumes responsibility for training our entire sales 

staff on the Master Agreement and U.S. Communities program. We are aware of and will 

utilize U.S. Communities for training on a national, regional, or local level when necessary.  

 Participating Public Agency Access – In order to facilitate customer access and 

communication, Safeware-Mallory will update the current U.S. Communities website with 
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the new contract information upon award. The website, which is accessible from a link on 

our homepage, www.safewaremallory.com, at minimum shall include the following: Logos 

for U.S. Communities and the Founding Co-Sponsor, Copy or original procurement 

solicitation, copy of Master Agreement and amendments, Summary of products and services 

pricing, link to U.S. Communities registration and instructions, and Safeware-Mallory 

marketing material. Safeware-Mallory will also continue to use and promote our dedicated 

toll-free hotline for U.S. Communities inquires and as well as our email address: 

uscommunities@safewaremallory.com.  

 Electronic Registration – Safeware-Mallory will verify that each Public Agency has completed 

the U.S. Communities online registration process prior to processing their first sales order.  

 Supplier’s Performance Review – Safeware-Mallory gladly agrees to participate in regular 

performance review meetings with U.S. Communities to evaluate our performance and 

discuss areas for improvement.  

 Supplier Content – Safeware-Mallory agrees to provide U.S. Communities with Supplier 

Content (graphics, media, etc.) for use on U.S. Communities websites and for general 

marketing purposes. Safeware-Mallory grants to U.S. Communities and its affiliates a non-

exclusive, worldwide, free, transferable license to reproduce, modify, distribute, publically 

perform, publically display, and use Supplier Content in connection with U.S. Communities 

websites and for general marketing and publicity purposes, with the right to sublicense each 

and every such right. Safeware-Mallory warrants that it either owns or holds the rights to 

such material and confirms that the use of such content will not violate, infringe, or 

misappropriate the intellectual property rights or other rights of any third party. 

4.2 USC ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT  

See Attachment A for copy of Administration Agreement that is executed unaltered and signed.  

4.3 SUPPLIER WORKSHEET FOR NATIONAL PROGRAM CONSIDERATION  

Please see worksheet on next page 
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5.0 SUPPLIER INFORMATION  

5.1 NATIONAL COMMITMENTS 

1. UNDERSTANDING OF SUPPLIER COMMITMENTS  

Safeware and Mallory both agree with all of the corporate commitments as are represented in the 
detailed acceptance contained in section 4.1 of this proposal and further acknowledge our acceptance 
of such in signing of the Administration Agreement. We understand that these terms are to be well 
understood and carried out at every level of the company.  

CORPORATE COMMITMENT  

We agree to all terms and conditions of the Master Agreement and pledge that it will be our primary 
offering to all eligible agencies at all time. All of our marketing material will promote the contract, and 
our entire sales force will present it as our primary offering not simply an option. We will always advise 
eligible agencies of the contract and its benefits such as low pre-competed prices, ease of use, etc. We 
will make every effort to transfer customers to use of the contract, even in instances where we have an 
existing contract with a state or other entity. We will transfer eligible customers to the contract and all 
associate accounts will be updated within our system so as to properly report sales. This program will 
receive the highest level of support the entire company, led by senior management of both Safeware 
and Mallory. We have assigned specific U.S. Communities contract roles to several people in the 
company, which can be found in the National Staffing Plan section.  

PRICING COMMITMENT  

Safeware-Mallory commits that the pricing offered under the Master Agreement, as presented in this 
cost proposal, is the lowest overall available pricing on products and services offered to Public Agencies, 
which include all state and local government, school districts, non-profits, etc. If we have any existing 
contracts that offer lower pricing to specific agencies, we will lower the pricing on this contract to match 
the best pricing offered.  

ECONOMY COMMITMENT  

Safeware-Mallory understands the benefits of utilizing the U.S. Communities Master Agreement over 
alternative options such as competitive solicitation pricing, and we agree to demonstrate these benefits 
to all of our eligible customers. We will promote use of this contract as an efficient choice which will 
save customers time and money that alternative proposals and solicitations may accrue.  

SALES COMMITMENT   

We understand the need for a well-prepared sales force and commit to providing them with proper 
training and making effort to ensure they are engaged and committed to marketing the Master 
Agreement as Safeware-Mallory’s primary offering to Public Agencies. 
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1 Spokane WA 

1 Yakima WA 

1 Milwaukee WI 

Total: 81     

2. SALES FORCE MARKETING  

Safeware-Mallory employs a sales team of 81 professionals serving all 50 states each of whom can 
provide assistance to customers in the scope of this RFP by way of working with all levels of the 
purchasing process. Every one of our team members are experts in the field, working directly with end 
users to demonstrate product, communicating with decision makers, and ultimately with purchasing to 
ensure seamless procurement. Our sales team is well equipped to market the contract to all types of 
Public Agencies across the country. From the large agency to the smallest, we take the time to 
understand the individual challenges each face.  

NOW 
Safeware-Mallory outside sales representatives are assigned to specific territories based on their 
location and knowledge. The size of their territory is also determined on size and density of the market 
they are serving. They are responsible for direct communications with procurement, decision makers, 
and end users for the development of both existing and new customers. New customers can be found 
by a number of proven methods.   

Our sales team is experienced and uses their extensive product knowledge to gain access to end users.  
The first responder community demands that the salesperson who calls on them know the challenges 
they face out in the field and that only comes with experience and product knowledge. They are adept 
at leveraging known contacts to find opportunities within an existing agency by getting leads and finding 
the appropriate decision makers. Developing new agency customers may be accomplished using 
multiple methods including marketing, trade shows, word of mouth, and cold calling. Safeware-Mallory 
has created a multi-level marketing strategy utilizing expanded printed material, comprehensive website 
and social media, and presentation at tradeshows.  We also work closely with U.S. Communities 
attending summits, providing content for periodic website topics and joint calls with program managers.     

PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE 
All of Safeware’s sales representatives are trained to provide product support in the key aspects of 
public safety. Our reps understand the products we sell and make it a top priority to understand the 
needs of our end users. Because we carry multiple lines of similar product, our reps demonstrate the 
merits of each, helping the customer to find the right product to meet their application needs and 
budget. In addition to simply providing product, Safeware-Malloy field representatives provide added 
value support to our customers with services to support the product purchases such as seminars on 
current issues in public safety, respiratory fit testing and fit test training, confined space training, 
product fitting, and site safety surveys. We are trusted product experts who not only provide products 
but we provide the knowledge to use them safely.  
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PA Tactical Conference  28-Mar LE Police 

IAPPO  6-Apr Gov't Purchasing 

Chesapeake AIHA  6-Apr IND Safety 

Delaware Hazmat Training Workshop 7-Apr LE Fire 

SOTA Tactical Training Conference  10-Apr LE Police 

USC Summit - Miramar, FL 12-Apr Gov't Purchasing 

USC Summit - Denver, CO 14-Apr Gov't Purchasing 

SE FL NIGP Reverse Trade Show  20-Apr Gov't Purchasing 

TTPOA SWAT Conference  20-Apr LE Police 

GA Fire Chiefs Conference  23-Apr Fire Fire 

ME Partners in Emergency Preparedness  25-Apr Fire Fire 

MACSC  25-Apr IND Safety 

GPAG Conference  26-Apr Gov't Purchasing 

MPPOA Reverse Trade Fair  27-Apr Gov't Purchasing 

MASSSBUYS Expo  27-Apr Gov't Purchasing 

FL Gulf Coast NIGP RTS  28-Apr Gov't Purchasing 

ISOA Conference  1-May LE Police 

Mock Prison Riot  2-May LE Police 

NY GovBuy  3-May Gov't Purchasing 

GA AIHA Vendor Day  4-May IND Safety 

Great Lakes Homeland Security Conference  9-May LE Police 

USC Summit - Rochester, NY 11-May Gov't Purchasing 

TX Emergency Management Conference  16-May EMG Fire 

Mullane Health and Safety Symposium  18-May Fire Safety 

USC Summit - Waunakee, WI 23-May Gov't Purchasing 

LECC  24-May LE Police 

FAPPO  25-May Gov't Purchasing 

VA Public Health & Healthcare Preparedness  31-May IND Safety 

FAHN Conference  5-Jun LE Safety 

OTOA  6-Jun LE Police 

National Homeland Security Conference  6-Jun LE Police 

IAFC  16-Jun Fire Fire 

Missouri Valley Division of IAFC  29-Jun Fire Fire 

DC Water Safety Day  30-Jun IND Safety 

S & P North Atlantic Regional Conference  10-Jul LE Safety 

USC Summit - Providence, RI 12-Jul Gov't Purchasing 

Regional Response Summit  20-Jul EMG Fire 

GA Fire Investigator's Conference  25-Jul Fire Fire 

SAFRE  27-Jul Fire Fire 

TN Safety & Health Conference  31-Jul IND Safety 

TN Assoc. of Chiefs of Police Conference  2-Aug LE Police 
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OPPE - Oregon Purchasing show Gov't Purchasing  

CAPPO - California Association of Public Purchasing 
Officers  Gov't Purchasing  

League of California Cities  Gov't Purchasing  

US Communities Supplier Shows - Regional  Gov't Purchasing  

US Communities Annual Conference - La Jolla, CA Gov't Purchasing  

Fire World Expo Fire Fire/Urban Search and Rescue/Hazmat  

Urban Shield  Fire Fire/Urban Search and Rescue/Hazmat  

ASSE  EMG Safety 

National Safety Convention  EMG Safety 

 
FUTURE PLANS 

Our growth in the state and local market is formulaic—we will continue to penetrate the market 
through the following strategy: 

 GOVERNMENT PURCHASING  
Each year, Safeware sales representatives attend conferences across the country of local NIGP (National 
Institute of Government Purchasing) chapters, purchasing summits and national procurement 
conferences to meet with government officials and make them aware of the benefits of cooperative 
purchasing and the U.S. Communities contract. From these meetings, Safeware meets with purchasing 
departments across the country to explain the contract and its benefits and support contract 
engagement. The next contract period will mark a milestone of contract engagement where Safeware 
will build on its strong support and continue to take the message to more government agencies. 

 END USER ADOPTION 
Safeware adopts a “boots on the ground” approach to end user engagement. Our sales team is in front 
of fire, police and safety end user customers each week across the 38 states that we serve. 

 WORD OF MOUTH 
When Safeware-Mallory first adopted this contract 6 ½ years ago, maybe a handful of Public Agencies 
had even heard of us. How have we grown so much and so fast? Our entire company is united behind 
the U.S. Communities contract and our dedicated sales team focuses on the message of cooperative 
purchasing while supporting end user needs. We are routinely challenged with the impossible and we go 
out of our way to take care of our customers.  This passion for excellence has resulted in numerous 
referrals and our satisfied customers are often some of our greatest spokespeople. 

GROWTH 
Safeware-Mallory has a plan for future growth and expansion of U.S. Communities by supporting high 
density population areas as well as by making a touch to more rural customers. In 2016, Safeware began 
to shift resources to more populated areas. Currently, we have two sales representatives covering 
Florida and one in Texas but we expect to have several representatives in each state in the coming 
years. We plan to expand our team into the Gulf States and the heartland in the next few years as well. 
In general, we pair salespeople with population rather than geography but we plan to resource the 
contract with touch to more rural customers as well. We have been so warmly welcomed in rural area 
when we make the calls but it has not been a focus until now. Our plan is to combine phone sales with 
field reps in these areas to insure penetration in the market. Safeware-Mallory also continues to expand 
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marketing efforts to support our sales efforts through our comprehensive websites, social media, print 
material and email marketing.   

As previously mentioned, Safeware sales representatives undergo rigorous training on the products and 
services we provide. Our sales team represents a talented and trained group of professionals, equipped 
to take the contract into the public sector. We have relationships in place all over the country with state 
and local procurement officials and end users. We understand our customers, their requirements, and 
their restrictions. We are well versed in government purchasing, grants, and procurement standards 
making us easy to work with.   

3. SALES FORCE EDUCATION  

As a current USC contract holder, the Safeware-Mallory salesforce is well versed in promoting the USC 
Master Agreement. We will however continue to ensure company-wide adherence to the Master 
Agreement through various methods of ongoing training for both current and new members of the sales 
team. Following the award, we will schedule meetings with the entire sales group to review the new 
contract standards and Master Agreement. Direct training will be used in conjunction with supporting 
documents including sales strategies and plans for each sales territory. Ongoing training is, and will 
continue to be held in regional sales meetings to refine best practices. All sales force activities will be 
monitored and evaluated to ensure aggressive marketing of the U.S. Communities Program.   

On top of our plan to continue education of the outside sales force, we also plan to periodically review 
USC best practices and compliance with our inside customer service representatives. Already, new CSRs 
receive USC Contract training up initial hire, and printed material is distributed for individual review. Our 
goal is to educate our entire team, across all departments, on the program merits and compliancy so 
that everyone has the understanding and competence to not only talk confidently about the program 
with customers, but to perform their individual job functions in a manner supportive of the contract. We 
will also continue to update and educate our suppliers on U.S. Communities to ensure their familiarity as 
well as support.  
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4. ANNUAL SALES

Aggregated for both Safeware and Mallory 

*Note some sectors may be over or understated due to current classifications. For example, cities and counties are not

completed segregated unless listed in our system as registered USC customers in which case the appropriate Agency Type ID as 

found in Exhibit B of the RFP has been assigned.  

5. ANNUAL SALES FOR SCOPE

Aggregated for both Safeware and Mallory 
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5.3 ORDER PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION   

1. ORDERING PROCESS  

Normal order processing procedures begin most often with a request for quote submitted either as a 
request on our website, emailed directly to a customer service representative, or via phone call. Existing 
customers will typically reach out directly to the customer service representative assigned to their 
account, or to their sales rep for larger, more complicated requests.  Quotes are entered into our system 
by a CSR and are typically returned to the customer within 24 hours of the initial request.  

The customer reviews the quote, communicating any necessary alterations, and once sure that their 
requirements are satisfied, replies with a Purchase Order, credit card number, or other authorization to 
order. The quote is then seamlessly converted to an order within our processing system, Prophet 21, 
and our staff verifies the details and then executes the order which either automatically allocates items 
in our warehouse stock or prompts a subsequent order directly to the manufacturer confirming the 
necessary ship dates and other requirements. Once the order has been placed, an order 
acknowledgement is sent to the point of contact that placed the order. Safeware staff will continually 
monitor status from the manufacturer to ensure the items meet or exceed delivery requirements.  All 
order activity is monitored and controlled by our computer enterprise system.  Any delays will be 
immediately brought to the attention of the customer.   

The following diagram details the process once an order has been received through shipping and billing.  
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2. ORDER FORMATS  

Safeware accepts orders via multiple formats such as email, telephone, ecommerce, fax and mail 
service. Customer orders can be placed directly on both company websites and transactions using EDI 
(850, 855, 856, 865, 810, 997 via ANSI X12) are also a capability. Our ecommerce and website 
capabilities will be detailed in a following section.  

3. SYSTEM  

Both Safeware and Mallory utilize a single system platform which is an enterprise system called Prophet 
21 by Epicor specifically designed for distribution. It is comprehensive and seamlessly integrates all 
aspects of the business process into one system for order processing, inventory management, shipping, 
purchasing, billing and accounting. 

This system though built on current, well established software architecture, is mature and feature rich.  
This system is well suited to helping to keep performance standards and meeting delivery dates for both 
routine and urgent orders.  Our warehouse automation system has full product traceability and 
automates much of the picking and shipping process ensuring accuracy and reducing the overall lead 
time. 

4. PAYMENT TERMS  

Safeware-Mallory’s normal payment terms are Net 30. We do not offer any quick pay incentives at this 
time. 

5. P-CARD ORDERING  

Safeware-Mallory accepts p-cards and bank cards for all of our accepted formats of orders. 

6. NATIONWIDE D ISTRIBUTION  

With 17 distribution facilities positioned around the country, Safeware-Mallory is well equipped to 
distribute products to public agencies nationwide. Our distribution facilities are positioned in such a way 

to offer prompt delivery to Public Agencies 
nationwide.  

Public Agencies in the East fall within 
Safeware’s sales territory so are primarily 
serviced by distribution centers on the East 
Coast and Colorado. Public Agencies in the 
West are under Mallory’s jurisdiction and 
are serviced by their distribution network 
along the West Coast.  

Utilizing major carriers, standard delivery 
times for stock items are generally 1-5 days 
from order to receipt. We match our 
carrier to provide the best service for the 
specific delivery requirement.   
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7. INVOLVED COMPANIES  

Products sold by Safeware-Mallory are either sourced from our own distribution centers or when 
appropriate, directly from the manufacturer. No other 3rd party processing is anticipated, except from 
those companies involved in shipping. Safeware-Mallory utilizes the following carriers for actual 
shipping of products. 

 UPS 
 UPS Freight 
 FedEx 
 FedEx Freight 
 FedEx Custom Critical 
 DHL 
 Pitt Ohio 
 SAIA 
 YRC 
 Local LTL freight carriers 

8. D ISTRIBUTION FACILITIES  

Safeware-Mallory has a combination of 18 locations. They are all sales locations, 17 are distribution and 
17 are also technical service centers. 

  

Company Location Size Distribution Service

Mallory Fremont, CA 30,000 YES YES

Mallory Brawley, CA 5,000 YES YES

Mallory San Diego, CA 10,000 YES YES

Safeware Denver, CO 7,300 YES YES

Safeware Gainesville, GA 2,300 YES YES

Mallory Lewistion, ID 5,000 YES YES

Safeware Columbia, MD 33,800 YES YES

Safeware Lanham, MD 9,700 YES NO

Mallory Reno, NV 11,000 YES YES

Mallory Portland, OR 150,000 YES YES

Mallory Eugene, OR 14,000 YES YES

Safeware Philadelphia, PA 2,000 NO YES

Safeware Richmond, VA 1,200 YES YES

Mallory Bellingham, WA 7,000 YES YES

Mallory Seattle, WA 30,500 YES YES

Mallory Spokane, WA 5,000 YES YES

Mallory Longview, WA 32,000 YES YES

Mallory Waukesha, WI 15,000 YES YES

Total: 18 370,800 17 17
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9. CUSTOMIZED REPORTS  

Detailed reporting is a core capability enabling us to have processes to measure performance standards 
and metrics. Safeware-Mallory has the ability to offer customized reports detailing purchase history, 
procurement method or other focus categories depending on the needs of the requesting agency. 

10. ECOMMERCE CAPABILITIES  

Both Safeware and Mallory have websites with ecommerce capabilities. Any customer is able to register 
for an account on our respective websites which allows them to shop our extensive line of web items 
and add them directly to a shopping cart.  

Ordering directly from our website is easy. Simply sign into the ecommerce portion of our website, or 
register for a new account, which can be completed within 1-business day. Under the shopping tab, 
customers can use links to browse item categories or search for a specific part number. Once the 
desired item is located, users simply click “Add to Cart” and the items are added to a Shopping Cart. 
Users have the option to continue shopping, or continue to checkout. The “Save Name Cart” feature 
allows a user to save a cart and return to it later. This feature is often used when building a cart for a 
specific PO that may take several days to complete. Simply save the card (and optionally give it a name), 
and the saved cart can be retrieved at a later date. Users love this feature as it means they can 
continually build a cart until they are ready to purchase, even if that requires multiple days. Users can 
also shop with multiple carts at once, allowing for quick orders to be placed while another cart is saved 
for a longer period of time.  

The Checkout Wizard assists customers with a fast and easy checkout process starting by offering a 
selection of ship-to addresses already set up in our ERP system. Delivery method and billing information 
is selected, order is reviewed, and check out is completed. An order acknowledgment is immediately 
sent to the user upon checkout and another automated email sent upon item shipment with tracking 
information.  

The My Account area of the site can be controlled per user to allow or disallow certain functionality. 
Controlled access for each web user gives visibility to statements, invoices, purchase history, etc. 
allowing us to meet each customer’s privacy needs. Upon placing and order, users will immediately 
receive an HTML formatted email containing their order details. Users can use this email to return to the 
site and check the status of their order.  

There is also a feature for Multiple Account Access which allows a single username to have access to 
multiple account codes. Utilizing this technology, a single user, or purchasing agent, can access multiple 
customer accounts to place orders, view invoices, purchase history, pricing, etc. This feature is especially 
useful for Public Agency buyers who may purchase for multiple departments within their Agency, ex. a 
city Police Department, Fire Department, and Public Works.  

A. PUNCH OUT SITES 
Safeware currently has the ability to connect via punch out with several procurement applications such 
as SAP Ariba, Coupa, SciQuest, Eqallevel, Oracle, SAP, and CommBuys and are actively seeking out new 
partnerships. We are in the process of implementing a new solution called PunchOut2Go which will 
allow us to integrate with any procurement system. PunchOut2Go supports thousands of integration 
points around the globe on upwards of 70 different procurement platforms such as the ones we already 
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B. DETAILS 
Safeware has relationships with several certified businesses including the following: 

Snappy Solutions Woman Owned 

B3 Enterprises 8a/SDB, 8a/SBA 

First Choice Supply Minority Owned 

Ideal Electric Woman Owned, Minority, Small Business  

5.4 MARKETING & SALES  

1. DETAILED SALES &  MARKETING PLAN  

As the current contract holder, Safeware-Mallory already has a solid framework for marketing our 
offering to eligible agencies nationwide. We currently utilize a combination of marketing efforts which 
include focus on our website, webinars, print material, emails, trade shows, and social media. 

a. HOW WE MARKET 
i. WEBSITES 

Both Safeware and Mallory have dedicated U.S. Communities landing pages on their websites utilizing 
the U.S. Communities logo and promoting the ease of Purchasing that contract utilization allows. There 
is a Safeware-Mallory microsite where customers using the U.S. Communities website can easily access 
relevant contract information and be directed to the individual supplier sites. Customers are invited to 
create accounts on each respective page which allows them to access their pricing, review account 
history, and place orders with ease. 

 

ii. WEBINARS 
Webinars have proven to be a success for Safeware-Mallory by educating high level buyers on a 
particular market or public safety issue. By utilizing our knowledge as safety professionals to educate 
our customers, we build trust as a significant source of knowledge and the go to source for Public Safety 
items. Topics for past webinars include those on Emergency Preparedness, Effectiveness of Cooperative 
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Contracts, Outdoor Mass Communication, and LE Equipment for Civil Disturbances. Webinars are 
presented by Rick Bond, our VP of Sales and Marketing, and last about 30-45 minutes with a live Q&A 
with participants. Each session is recorded and posted to our page for public access.  

iii. PRINT MATERIAL  
All print material displays current USC contract information 
and the U.S. Communities logo. Everything from our 
linecards, catalogs, and business cards to tradeshow 
banners and give-away swag displays our contract number. 
See Appendix A for more examples of our marketing 
material.  

iv. EMAIL 
E-mail campaigns and content are run through a software program called HubSpot which allows us to 
easily send content such as new product offerings or seasonal sale items to all current and potential 
customers. The program allows us to analyze campaign data such as how many emails were sent as well 
as the open and clicked percentage. The emails all contain links to landing pages with more product 
information and often videos. Successful email blasts have included those on Fentanyl Detection, 
Confined Space Equipment, and Body Cameras. In addition, all employees display the U.S. Communities 
contract information in their email signature. 

v. TRADE SHOWS 
Trade Shows are an important part of our Marketing Strategy. Exhibiting at an average of 75 shows a 
year, our sales reps are constantly promoting the U.S. Communities contract to a wide array of 
customers in the Law Enforcement, Fire and Rescue, and Purchasing markets. Our booths are decorated 
with Safeware banners containing the USC logo and contract information, and all literature on the tables 
promotes the same.  

vi. SOCIAL MEDIA  
In order to promote our brand and connect with our customers in the ever changing age of technology, 
Safeware is active across multiple social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and 
YouTube. Our dedicated social media manager posts engaging content on at least one platform a day 
keeping customers updated on information such as the location of our reps at Trade Shows, showing off 
the newest gadgets to hit the market, or sharing an informative article.  

We have also built an engaging YouTube channel that has been an extremely useful tool to share 
internally generated content on various campaigns including Body Cameras, Public Order, Inflatable 
Decontamination Shelters, Fire Protection, and more. Our videos allow our own knowledgeable staff 
and safety experts to demonstrate equipment for customers free of charge and are a great educational 
reference. Our channel ‘About’ page contains a brief description of our relationship with USC and the 
videos also contain a watermark with both the Safeware and USC logos.  

b. MARKETING PLAN 
The past seven years for Safeware has been all about growth with the contract. As can be expected with 
any new endeavor, our sales in the first year of the contract were not extraordinary but dedication to 
promoting the contract and persistence from our sales force caused our sales to exponentially increase 
every year of the contract. As our reps became more and more accustomed to selling the Master 
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Agreement, our sales increased and with that our ability to expand our marketing forces. Our Marketing 
Department alone has grown from one to five employees as the demands of our thriving business 
necessitated.  

We also grow and adapt our strategies over time as the market continues to change. We created a new 
website in 2015 that gave customers the ability to shop online and 2018 will see the launch of an even 
newer website even better designed to serve our customers and employees. With the new site, we hope 
to increase online customer interactions, grow the number of online customer accounts, and ultimately, 
grow sales.  

Social media is also a big part of the change we see in the industry today. One of the positions added to 
the Marketing team is dedicated to social media and increase of our brand awareness online. In addition 
to our new website, we will also be creating more blogs posts for our customers to learn about current 
trends in the industry and workplace as well as some of our most exciting products. Upcoming topics 
include Municipal Firefighter Protective Equipment, Active Shooter Gear: The Ultimate Tactical Protective 
Equipment, and The Importance of Industrial Hygiene and Workers Health.  

Safeware-Mallory continues to promote our current contract by following all U.S. Communities required 
initiatives such as placing USC content in our email signatures, in our catalogs, on every flyer, and at 
every trade show we attend. With the new contract, we will continue to maintain open communication 
with USC Marketing though quarterly calls and ad hoc meetings to discuss new strategies for increasing 
traffic and awareness of the contract. 

Some examples of past campaigns we will refresh for the new contract are listed below. We have found 
these actions to be successful for creating interest and generating leads.  

 Advertisements in trade magazines and programs distributed to targeted customers at industry 
trade shows calling out U.S. Communities contract and eligible items available for purchase 

 Multi-annual participation with U.S. Communities marketing team on targeted electronic campaigns  

 Yearly participation with U.S. Communities  marketing team at annual NIGP conference promoting 
specific contract and overall vehicle  

 Multiple marketing materials displaying USC logo and detailed information about the vehicle  

 Participation with various end-users events, fundraisers, raffles etc. to further promote company’s 
offering of USC contract 

 Co-branded giveaways, swag etc. of USC and Mallory or Safeware at industry end-user and 
purchasing trade shows.  

 U.S. Communities branded trade show booths, signage, catalogs, line cards.  

 USC is the only government contract promoted in marketing materials  
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i. TARGETED MARKETING CAMPAIGNS  
We have enjoyed tremendous success utilizing HubSpot and targeting marketing campaigns where 
specific databases of public customers are emailed and leads are generated. Generated leads are 
forwarded to the appropriate sales team member for follow up and customers are quoted where 
appropriate. Customers are directed to campaign specific landing pages where traffic can be measured. 
Successful campaigns in the past two years include those for Active Shooter, Public Order/Civil 
Disturbance, and Zika Virus.  

ii. CRM 
Our new CRM, Pipedrive, will integrate with Hubspot, so that we will have a seamless flow between 
contacts, leads and sales prices, flowing back for better data capture of the measurable successes of our 
campaigns. This, the new enhanced website, and other marketing strategies outlined herein will 
continue to augment our sales team in creating a full experience for current and prospective customers 
in regards to the contract offering. 

iii. SPECIALIZED CONTENT  
Our specialization in both government purchasing and specific end user technical disciplines enables us 
to appeal, alternatively, to the Police, Sherriff, Rescue Captain, or Buyer, with content that resonates 
with their specific mission. We maintain these specific databases, and focus our campaigns on personal 
content specific to their role. 

c. SALES PLAN 
Our sales plan includes a combination of engagement of suppliers, end users, and internally within our 
own company.  

i. SUPPLIER ENGAGEMENT 
 Scheduled national educational presentations (in-person and online) about U.S. Communities to 

major suppliers 

 Joint calls to end-users & purchasing decision makers to introduce as well as reinforce the 
contract vehicle’s benefits over other purchasing options 

 Joint participation and coordinated manufacturer/distributor campaigns at industry trade 
shows, exclusive invite only regional and national law enforcement and fire demonstrations 
highlighting U.S. Communities contract vehicle purchasing resource 

 Joint sales calls and presentations with individual manufacturers promoting contract and 
specific product and/or service to end-user and/or purchaser 

ii. END-USER ENGAGEMENT 
 Regional Mallory hosted Lunch and Learns targeting specific end-user channels and 

corresponding purchasers in an educational format about relevant products and services 
combined with US Communities presentation by national sales manager and sometimes in 
partnership with USC program managers  

 In-person demonstrations of products and trial evaluation programs  
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 24/7 emergency response to public agencies for products and services in case of natural 
disasters and other emergencies  

iii. INTERNAL COMPANY ENGAGEMENT 
 Ongoing education about U.S. Communities to existing as well as newly hired employees in all 

roles including outside and inside sales, customer service and upper management as company 
expands.  

 Ongoing joint sales calls with territory managers  

 Ongoing education and support by dedicated  U.S. Communities Customer Service Manager 
exclusively for USC of newly hired customer service representatives to maintain and adhere to 
existing contract’s pricing and guidelines  

 Product specific call campaigns by dedicated inside sales force specifically trained in core 
competencies related to contract offerings including Law Enforcement, Homeland security, Fire, 
USAR, Security, and General Safety.  

 Monthly company-wide sales meeting to cover: 

 Reporting on sales benchmarks towards monthly and yearly goals 

 Progress on existing goals/projects 

 Identifying upcoming opportunities 

 Evaluating on-going strategies 

 Introduction and product knowledge about new products, technology, services and any 
changes regarding existing supplier portfolio.  

 Reinforcement of U.S. Communities contract sales strategies 

 Troubleshooting any buying obstacles.   

iv. U.S. COMMUNITIES ENGAGEMENT 
 Participate in targeted electronic campaigns by providing content and creating 

special  promotions  

 Bi-annual host sponsorship for regional U.S. Communities generated supplier summits and 
national trade shows  

 U.S. Communities logoed sales and marketing materials  

 Attendance at annual U.S. Communities Annual Conference  

 Only government purchasing co-operative vehicle promoted 
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4. PERSONNEL B IOS  
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KEY EXECUTIVE PERSONNEL BIOS 
SAFEWARE 
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5.6 PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS  

1. DESCRIPTION OF OFFERED PRODUCTS  

Safeware-Mallory presents an offering meeting the requirements in each of the 31 General Product 
Categories listed in Section 3 of the RFP. We have relationships with suppliers meeting the requirements 
in every category, and will make an effort to make new relationships and customer needs dictate. Please 
see section Section 1.2 B of this proposal for a listing of the available vendors for each category.  

Over 95% of the suppliers in this proposal are shared by Safeware and Mallory. For the 5% of suppliers 
unique to either Safeware or Mallory due to either supplier territory restrictions or line differences we 
will utilize the other company to source the required material. For example, Mallory buys reusable Level 
A garments from St. Gobain while Safeware carries Trelleborg. If a Participating Public Agency customer 
on the West coast requests a Trelleborg suit, Mallory sources the item through Safeware at no 
additional cost to the customer.  

2. TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS  

TRAINING  

Safeware-Mallory provides many added value services on contract. We offer training in the 
following categories: 

 Drug Enforcement 

 Active Aggressor 

 Drone 

 Rope Rescue 

 Hazardous Chemical 

 Public Order Strategy  

Offered Classes include:  

 Aerial Work/Lift Platforms 
 Back Safety 
 Bloodborne Pathogens 
 Bucket Truck Safety 
 Chainsaw Safety 
 Confined Space Entry Awareness 
 Confined Space Entry Operations 
 Confined Space Rescue 
 Cranes, Hoists & Lifts 
 Crane Safety Awareness 
 Defensive Driver (National Safety 

Council Certification) 
 Developing Effective Safety Action 

Teams 
 Do Your Own OSHA Inspection 
 Electrical Safe Work Practices 
 Emergency Action Plans 

 Evacuation Plans that Work 
 Ergonomics Hazard Assessment 
 Establishing a Safety & Health 

Committee 
 Fall Protection Awareness 
 Fall Protection Competent Person 
 Fire Prevention & Fire Extinguishers 
 First Aid CPR AED (National Safety 

Council Certification) 
 Flagger Certification (National Safety 

Council Certification) 
 Forklift Operator 

(industrial/warehouse) 
 Forklift Train the Trainer 
 Hand & Portable Power Tools 
 Hazard Communication/Right to Know 
 Hazard Identification 
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 Hazardous Materials Awareness (initial 
and refresher) 

 Hazardous Materials Operations / Spill 
Response Team (initial and refresher) 

 Hazardous Materials 24 Hour 
Technician (initial and refresher) 

 Hazardous Waste Management (initial 
and refresher) 

 Hearing Conservation 
 High Voltage Electrical Safety 
 Hoists & Overhead Cranes 
 Job Safety Analysis/Job Hazard Analysis 
 Ladder Safety 
 Lead Safety 
 Lockout/Tagout Electrical Safety 

(authorized, affected and other) 

 Law Enforcement Public Order Civil 
Unrest 

 Law Enforcement Public Order 
Command Foundation Course 

 Machine Guarding 
 Material Handling 
 Mobile Cranes & Rigging 
 NFPA70E 
 OSHA 10-hour General Industry 
 OSHA 10-hour Construction 

 OSHA 30-hour General Industry 
 OSHA 30-hour Construction 
 OSHA Overview for HR Managers 
 OSHA Recordkeeping Requirements 
 Overhead Crane Operator 
 Personal Protective Equipment 
 Power Tool Safety 
 PPE Hazard Assessments 
 Respirator Fit-Tester Course 
 Respiratory Protection 
 Respiratory Protection Program 

Administrator 
 Safe Lifting 
 Safety Orientation Programs 
 Scaffold User 
 Scaffold Competent Person 
 Slinging and Rigging 
 Spill Response Team Training 
 TB & Airborne Pathogens 
 Trenching & Excavation Competent 

Person 
 Work Zone Safety Supervisor 

 

 

 

 
ENSA NORTH AMERICA 

Safeware-Mallory has an ISO Certified work at height training division, ENSA North America.  ENSA 
provides work-at-height safety positioning and rescue training, support and rigging services, confined 
space NFPA 70E and OSHA 10 and 30 hour courses to a variety of customers in Wind Power, Telecom, 
Fire, Utilities, Energy, Bridges, Solar, Suspended Platforms and Dams. With 10 training facilities located 
throughout the US, ENSA can facilitate training in any region of the country.  Additionally, we have two 
mobile training towers which allow us to do on-site training for those customers who cannot travel. This 
is not standard compliance training, but rather a hands-on training where students are able to practice a 
variety skills in a practical training environment. 
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ON-SITE TRAINING SERVICES  
We also offer many services that require on-site training or testing to insure proper use of equipment 
for end users. These services can be found on our Technical Service Price List, included in our Cost 
Proposal. Such services include: 

 Respirator Fit testing 
 Product training/operation 
 Donning/doffing PPE 
 Fitting helmets 
 Fitting PPE 
 Fitting uniforms, boots 
 Confined Space entry training 
 Sign surveys 
 Eyewash surveys 
 OSHA compliance surveys 

EDUCATION 
As safety professionals, we aim to educate our customers on current public safety issues. We have 
pursued several opportunities to provide education to our customers including seminars, a YouTube 
channel, Lunch & Learns, Webinars, and in-person product demonstrations and product trials.  

 Seminars – Our most recent educational endeavor has been to organize seminars with top level 

officials on the dangers of Fentanyl. Please see Appendix A for example of flyer.  

 Video Content – We have also begun to develop a video library located on our YouTube channel 

for on demand value added training.  

 Lunch & Learns – Regional Mallory hosted Lunch and Learns target specific end-user channels 

and corresponding purchasers in an educational format about relevant products and services 

combined with U.S. Communities presentation by National Sales Manager and occasionally in 

partnership with USC Program Managers. Please see Appendix A for example.  

 Sales Calls – We offer in-person demonstration of product and often leave customers with trial 

products to let them evaluate instruments before purchase  

 Webinars – Our webinars are a great resource for the latest information on current public safety 

topics 

3. CONSULTING SERVICES  

Included in our scope of work are several areas in which we offer consulting services. Our team employs 
and contracts with many subject matter experts that offer consulting services alongside product sales. 
Our reps advise customers on proper equipment needed for specific situations. Examples of this include 
our offering of public order gear in which we have been pioneer change in the industry over. In the 
absence of viable US manufactured equipment, Safeware-Mallory has sourced products from Great 
Britain that will better protect officers in riot situations. Along with the product is the need for training, 
which is offered on contract from a company called Survival Edge Tactical Systems. We have partnered 
with their founder, Geoff Perin, to provide public order gear education on our YouTube channel.    
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For projects that require complex solutions, our sales reps will consult with the end user to jointly 
determine the best solution. An example of this is with our highly sensitive Government Security 
Solutions that require multiple technical vendors and a multitude of deployment options.   

SAFETY MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
Safeware-Mallory’ Safety Management Services division specializes in providing degreed safety 
professionals in a variety of disciplines including but not limited to Safety, Industrial Hygiene, Health 
Physics, Construction Management and First Aid for either short or long-term engagements. In addition, 
our 45 staffed professionals can perform third party safety audits, expert witness, job hazard analysis, 
accident investigation and safety and health plan reviews.     

VENDING 
Our vending program is an excellent solution for inventory management and eliminates the need for a 
consultant to do the work of inventory analysis. Unlike some other vending based inventory 
management solutions, Safeware-Mallory uses modern web technologies to provide real-time access to 
data. Our vending solution eliminates the need for on board hard drives and pushes the software to the 
cloud allowing for lower overall costs, higher up times and less maintenance. The lower cost allows us to 
deploy vending for FREE to our customers in exchange for a marginal buying commitment. 

4. DELIVERY T IME  

Standard delivery times for stock items are generally one to two days from order to receipt.  Some 
remote areas of the country may take 3-5 days depending on carrier capabilities. Full expedited delivery 
options are available including next day, two day and courier. Safeware-Mallory offers paid freight for all 
orders using normal shipping methods including: UPS® Ground, FedEx® Ground and Economy LTL freight 
carrier.   

Many public safety customers will request items that have a stated lead time of up to 180 days. For 
example, bomb robots and armored vehicles are built to order and take months to deliver. All delivery 
information is communicated prior to purchase and customers are advised of the delivery status of their 
purchases. Many items, such as rope and gas masks are delivered within a couple of days of order and 
others such as our stock cones and safety PPE ship day-of order and are delivered within 3 days, as 
noted above. 

Expedited services including next day, two-day, inside delivery, and courier services will be billed to the 
ordering agency as well as Hazardous Material Fees.    

Urgent requirements can arise from a multitude of reasons. From a stock-out to a large incident, the 
emergency need can be for one person or hundreds. Our culture and organizational structure thrives on 
fulfilling the urgent need of our customers. When a customer has identified an urgent or emergency 
need, Safeware customer service will respond quickly to assess the need and source the required 
product. Response will be within 24 hours or less and shipping for urgent orders 72 hours or less and 
emergency orders 24 hours or less. Safeware will utilize its logistic and delivery contracts to ensure on-
time delivery. 
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5. BACKORDER POLICY  

Safeware-Mallory’s backorder policy consists of notifying the Public Agency buyer of the unforeseen 
backorder and providing options to cancel, substitute or accept the stated lead time. The decision for 
action is entirely up to the Agency buyer. The order will not be canceled unless the buyer instructs us to 
do so.   

6. RESTOCKING FEES/RETURN PROCEDURES   

Safeware-Mallory extends U.S. Communities a liberal return policy allowing Public Agencies the 
flexibility to return stock material up to 6 months from date of shipment without cost or penalty. A full 
refund will be provided to the Public Agency upon receipt of returned product in sellable condition.   
Returns meeting any of the following conditions will be deemed acceptable:  

 Incorrect product shipped 

 Product damaged in shipment 

 Product arrived with concealed shipping damages 

 Product was recalled 

 Product over shipment 

Custom product in design or modification, as well as dated product, may not be returned but every 
effort will be made to work with the manufacturer to accommodate the Public Agency. 

Safeware-Mallory customer service will provide disposition instructions to the customer within 15 days 
of notification of receipt of discrepant goods including a RMA (Return Material Authorization) number. 

5.7 ENVIRONMENTAL  

1. ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES  

Sustainability Mission Statement: 

Safeware-Mallory cares about the environment and does business in a way to promote sustainability by 
reducing our carbon footprint and greenhouse gasses.  

The following policies reflect our commitment to personal, global, and social responsibility: 

 Maximize electronic and paperless communication 
 Electronic ordering and billing 
 Use teleconferencing and web presentations 
 Use of VMI, consignment and aggregate deliveries to reduce fuel consumption 
 Minimize square footage required at each location 
 Encourage telecommuting when feasible 
 Emphasize efficiency in all areas 
 Reduce air travel as much as possible 
 Reuse boxes in all warehouses 
 Purchase and choose post-consumer waste recycled paper for all printing, reports, catalogs, 

and flyers 
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 Make recycling part of the company culture with convenient recycling bins for paper, cans, 
and bottles 

 Choose American Made products that do not have to travel as far to reach the end 
consumer 

Our strategy, as evident in our policies, aims to reduce waste and carbon footprint in all aspects of our 
business.   

Specific investments include conversion from gas powered vehicles to higher efficiency diesel, recycle all 
paper waste generated, recycle aluminum cans, plastic bottles, toner cartridges, valves and metal 
cylinders and replace all lighting to high efficiency ballasts.   

Our director of operations is responsible for implementing and enforcing our green initiatives.   

2. ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING  

Safeware offers a range of eco-friendly products that are found on our website in the “Green Products” 
category. Users can sort through Green Products by browsing or using filters to quickly find the relevant 
items. 

 

3. THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS  

Though none of our products specifically have any third-party environmental certifications, a number 
our products are classified as “green” or environmentally friendly.  

 ShowaBest Biodegradable gloves 
 Rayovac and Duracell rechargeable batteries 
 LED flashlight 
 Moldex non-PVC plugs 
 Cotton and Polyknit glove recycle programs 
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 Presoaked chemical wipes 
 All-Natural oil-sorbent products 
 Simple Green 
 Environmentally safe firefighting foam   
 GASCO – Eco-friendly bottles 

4. RECYCLING SERVICES  

Safeware-Mallory has a focus on recycling programs and utilizes green initiatives whenever possible. We 
aim to reduce waste and our carbon footprint in all aspects of our business.  Specific investments 
include conversion from gas powered vehicles to higher efficiency diesel or electric, recycle all paper 
waste generated, recycle aluminum cans, plastic bottles, toner cartridges, valves and metal cylinders 
and replace all lighting to high efficiency ballasts with motion sensors. We utilize recycled products for 
shipping such as cardboard and fillers whenever possible and look to partner with suppliers that use 
green products. 

Safeware also accepts used batteries, cylinders and various scrap products at no charge from customers 
to assist in the recycling of these products. 

5. ENVIRONMENTAL OFFERING  

While Safeware-Mallory is dedicated to offering our customers environmentally preferable products 
wherever available, we have found that this particular industry lacks manufacturers with the same 
focus. Less than 1% of our suppliers offer environmentally preferable products. Due to the nature of 
products in the industry, product is often manufactured with the highest level of material to ensure 
safety rather than using recycled material that may not offer the same quality. End users are willing to 
pay for the product as is because they prioritize safety of the product over environmentally preferable 
product. We have contacted large manufacturers such as Dupont, 3M, and Honeywell, none of which 
have a significant offering of green designated product. We are continually revisiting this issue and will 
offer environmentally preferred product when our manufacturers do the same.  

5.8 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  

We feel that is proposal is comprehensive in nature and accurately reflects the added benefits Safeware-
Mallory has to offer. Our service offerings, vending solutions, consulting services, training to reduce 
injury and increase knowledge are some of the few benefits we have to offer that have been previously 
discussed.  

Some of the many added value services we have to  offer include: 

 Respiratory repair and annual testing 
 Respiratory fit testing 
 Detection calibration 
 Detection repair 
 Suit testing 
 Hose testing 
 PPE cleaning 
 Compressor repair and testing 
 Breathing air testing 

















































Appendix A – Marketing Material  
 

 

 

 Safeware USC Contract Flyer 

 Safeware Fire Line Card 

 Safeware Industry Line Card 

 Mallory Fire Line Card 

 Mallory Lunch & Learn Flyer 

 Safeware Fentanyl Seminar Flyer  
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1. PRICING SHEET – SEE ATTACHMENT C  

2. MARKET BASKET – SEE ATTACHMENT C 

3. REFERENCE TO THE CATALOG PRICE  

The proposed pricing is based on Safeware-Mallory’s Catalog Price with a 41% discount. Due to the 

vastness of the scope of the contract and the number of suppliers that manufacture products across 

multiple product categories in the scope, a single discount per product group or even multiple discounts 

dependent on manufacturers would be difficult to administer. Manufacturer discounts are based off of 

different criteria, and often differ greatly within a singular price list. Therefore, for the convenience of 

Agency Buyers, discounts are taken from Safeware-Mallory’s Published Catalog Price Lists at a fixed rate 

of 41% across all product groups.  Net pricing to U.S. Communities includes the 2% administrative fee 

proposed for in this RFP.  

 See Attachment 1 for Safeware-Mallory Service Pricing 
 See Appendix B for Safeware-Mallory Price files with USC pricing 

4. MOST FAVORABLE PRICING 

The quoted price for all categories is the most favorable offered to state and local agencies. Some items 

may be purchased on at a very large quantity on a one time basis. Such pricing will be made available to 

U.S. Communities customers if they purchase in a similar volume.  

5. PRICE ADJUSTMENTS 

Pricing will remain firm fixed for a period of 365 days from the execution of the contract. Safeware-

Mallory reserve the right to raise prices based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI-U) or a 

manufacturer/supplier change in price whatever is higher.  Safeware-Mallory will provide (1) the cause 

for the adjustment (2) proposed effective date and (3) the amount of the change requested with 

documentation to support the requested adjustment such as CPI-U or manufacturer or supplier cost 

change.  Price decreases will be made in accordance with paragraph 39 of the General Conditions & 

Instructions to Offerors (Appendix C).  

6. SHIPPING   

All Proposed Pricing includes standard freight for example UPS and FedEx standard ground shipping.  

7. SPECIAL SHIPPING 

Expedited shipping specifically requested by the customer such as UPS Next Day or special services 

including courier delivery, will be billed actual freight charges. Hazardous shipments as defined by US 

Department of Transportation will be billed the hazardous material shipping fees.   
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BINDER INDEX 

BINDER 1  

 3M LE Ceradyne 
 3M Occupational Health & Safety 
 5.11 INC 

BINDER 2 

 Anchor Industries 
 Angel Amor 
 ARI 
 Armadillo Merino 
 Amor Express 
 Atlantic Signal  
 Avon Protection 
 Bakercorp 
 Blackhawk 
 Blauer MFG Co 
 Cardiac Science 
 CavCom 
 Chinook Medical Gear 
 CMC Rescue 
 Condor Outdoor  
 Cortex 

BINDER 3 

 DH Wireless 
 Dupont Personal Protection 
 EO Tech Inc 
 Fire Service Plus 
 Gentex Corporation 
 H&H Medical 
 Honeywell Analytics-BW Tech 
 JBC Safety 
 Kappler 
 Lion Apparel 
 MCR Safety 
 Meridian Medical 

BINDER 4 

 MSA Industrial 
 Mustang Survival 
 Night Ops Tactical Inc 
 North American Rescue 
 Oil-Dri Corporation of America 
 Pelican Products 
 Physio-Control 
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BINDER 5 

 PIP Protective Industrial 
 Polimaster, Inc. 
 Pro Warrington 
 PROTECH Hard Armor 
 RAE Systems 
 Revision Military 
 RKI 
 Safeware 
 Scorpion PPE 

BINDER 6 

 Scott Safety 
 Super Seer Corporation 
 Tecgen PPE (Fire-Dex) 
 Trellchem – Saint Gobain 
 United Shield 
 Yaffy 
 Z-Medica 
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RFP #25000002547 Attachment C - Market Basket

Item 

Number Manufacturer Manufacturer Part Number Supplier Number Description Category UOM

Annual 

Usage Manufacturer Part Number Safeware-Mallory Catalog Part Number UOM Price List Title

Price List 

Page

1 L-3 EOTech Commercial Products Group 245620-005 EOT 245620-005 M914A/PVS14 Omega FOM 1344 CBRNE Search & Rescue Equipment EA 30 245620-005 EOT 245620-005 EA Safeware-Mallory_EOTech Inc 03-07-2018 1

2 L-3 EOTech Commercial Products Group ATP-000-A22 EOT ATP-000-A22 ATPIAL PEQ/15 Black, Low Profile CBRNE Search & Rescue Equipment EA 37 ATP-000-A22 EOT ATP-000-A22 EA Safeware-Mallory_EOTech Inc 03-07-2018 1

3 MUSTANG SURVIVAL INC MD3196SO MD3196SO Compact Tactical PFD (Automatic Hydrostatic Activation) CBRNE Search & Rescue Equipment EA 33 MD3196SO MUS MD3196 SO 212 EA Safeware-Mallory Mustang Survival 03-01-2018 3

4 MUSTANG SURVIVAL INC MD3183LE MUSTA-MD3183LEBLKCHARCOAL HIT Inflatable PFD for Law Enforcement CBRNE Search & Rescue Equipment EA 48 MD3183LE MUS MD3183 LE 13 EA Safeware-Mallory Mustang Survival 03-01-2018 3

5 MUSTANG SURVIVAL INC MD3188 MD3188 Inflatable Work Vest with HIT CBRNE Search & Rescue Equipment EA 100 MD3188 MUS MD3188 2 EA Safeware-Mallory_Mustang Survival 03-01-2018 3

6 NightOps Tactical Inc. 00518NT NIGTA-00518NT BNVD-15 Gen 3 Omni VIII Un ilmed Binocular CBRNE Search & Rescue Equipment EA 10 00518NT NOT 00518NT EA Safeware-Mallory_NightOps Tactical Inc 02-01-2018 2

7 NightOps Tactical Inc. 00106NT NIGTA-00106NT KIT AN PVS 14 GEN 3 AUTOGATED UNFILMED CBRNE Search & Rescue Equipment EA 17 00106NT NOT 00106NT EA Safeware-Mallory_NightOps Tactical Inc 02-01-2018 1

8 PELICAN PRODUCTS, INC. 9430 9430Y Pelican Remote Area Lighting System CBRNE Search & Rescue Equipment EA 15 9430Y PEL 9430 YELLOW EA Safeware-Mallory_Pelican Products 003-01-2018 11

9 BW TECHNOLOGIES MC2-XWHM-Y-NA MC2-XWHM-Y-NA GAS MONITOR MICROCLIP XT LEL 02 H2S CO Detection Equipment EA 117 MCXL-XWHM-Y-NA BW MCXL-XWHM-Y-NA EA Safeware-Mallory Honeywell Analytics-BW Tech 01-08-2018 45

10 General Atomics Electronic Systems 04404080001 GENAT-04404080001 DOSE GARD IV ASSEMBLY EXTENDED BATTERY Detection Equipment EA 50 04404080001 SFW GENAT-04404080001 EA Safeware-Mallory Safeware 03-01-2018 13

11 Po imaster Inc 1703GNM PM 1703GNM Personal Combined Radiation Detector/Dosimeter Detection Equipment EA 24 PM 1703GNM POL PM 1703GNM EA Safeware-Mallory_Polimaster, Inc. 02-16-2018 1

12 Po imaster Inc 1703 MO-1 PM 1703 MO-1 Personal Combined Radiation Detector/Dosimeter Detection Equipment EA 73 PM 1703 MO-1 POL PM 1703 MO-1 EA Safeware-Mallory_Polimaster, Inc. 02-16-2018 1

13 Po imaster Inc PM1610B POLIN-PM1610B X-Ray and Gamma Personal Dosimeter Detection Equipment EA 107 PM 1610B POL PM 1610B EA Safeware-Mallory_Polimaster, Inc. 02-16-2018 1

14 RAE Systems MBB3-A1C112E-020 RAE MBB3-A1C112E-020 MultiRAE Gas Detector Detection Equipment EA 14 MBB3-A1C112E-020 RAE MBB3-A1C112E-020 EA Safeware-Mallory_RAE Systems 03-01-2018 58

15 RKI Instruments 72-0290-22-C RKI 72-0290-22-C GX-2012,4-sensor,LEL/Oxy/CO/H2S,with Li-ion battery pack/c Detection Equipment EA 13 72-0290-22-C RKI 72-0290-22-C EA Safeware-Mallory_RKI 03-01-2018 9

16 RKI Instruments 72-0314RK RKI 72-0314RK GX-2009 Gas Monitor w thout Charger Detection Equipment EA 17 72-0314RK RKI 72-0314RK EA Safeware-Mallory RKI 03-01-2018 9

17 United Shield International  LLC SPECOPSDELTA-SW-BOA LG ODG USI SPECOPSDELTA-SW-BOA LG ODG Spec Ops Delta Helmet  Size LG OD Green Explosive Device Mitigation and Remediation Equipment EA 19 SPECOPSDELTA-SW-BOA LG ODG USI SPECOPSDELTA-SW-BOA LG ODG EA Safeware-Mallory United Shield 03-01-2018 8

18 BakerCorp DISCHARGE HOSE BAK DISCHARGE HOSE 6inx50ft Discharge Hose, Red Heavy Facil ty Safety and Maintenance EA 67 DISCHARGE HOSE BAK DISCHARGE HOSE EA Safeware-Mallory_BAKERCORP Inc 03-01-2018 1

19 CMC 500104 CMC 500104 CMC Rescue Aztek Pro System Fall Protection and Confined Space EA 20 500104 CMC 500104 EA Safeware-Mallory_CMC Rescue 03-01-2018 16

20 CMC 333000 CMC 333000  MPD (Multi-Purpose Device) Pulley, Rescue Belay, Descent C Fall Protection and Confined Space EA 24 333000 CMC 333000 EA Safeware-Mallory_CMC Rescue 03-01-2018 10

21 CMC 202834 CMC 202834 Harness, Helix  Black MED Fall Protection and Confined Space EA 30 202834 CMC 202834 EA Safeware-Mallory_CMC Rescue 03-01-2018 4

22 CMC 300221 CMC 300221 CMC PROSERIES ALUM LOCKING D CARABINER Fall Protection and Confined Space EA 273 300221 CMC 300221 EA Safeware-Mallory CMC Rescue 03-01-2018 8

23 ANCHOR INDUSTRIES  INC 9003027 9003027 Fire Shelter - Large (Deployed size  Length  96″  Height  19-1/2   Fire and Emergency Response EA 27 9003051 ANC 9003051 EA Safeware-Mallory Anchor Industries 03-01-2018 1

24 ANCHOR INDUSTRIES, INC 9003026 9003026 Fire Shelter - Standard (Deployed size  Length  86″; Height  15   Fire and Emergency Response EA 100 9003050 ANC 9003050 EA Safeware-Mallory_Anchor Industries 03-01-2018 1

25 FIRE SERVICE PLUS AR33005 FIRES-AR33005 FIREADE AR-AFFF FOAM CONCENTRATE Fire and Emergency Response DR 75 FA2-AR33-005 FSP FA2-AR33-005 PA Safeware-Mallory_Fire Service Plust (FSP) 03-01-2018 1

26 FIRE SERVICE PLUS FA20005 FIRES-FA20005 FIREADE 2000 PLUS FOAM CONCENTRATE Fire and Emergency Response DR 371 FA2-005 FSP FA2-055 DR Safeware-Mallory_Fire Service Plust (FSP) 03-01-2018 1

27 Fire-Dex XC3T TEC XC3T TecGen Extreme Coverall level 3, See Fire and Emergency Response EA 47 XC1T TEC XC3T (SIZE) EA Safeware-Mallory_TECGEN PPE (Fire-Dex) 03-01-2018 3

28 Honeywell 6006 PRO 6006 Pro Warrington " Tech Rescue Boot  PRO Series Model 6006 Fire and Emergency Response EA 90 6006 PRO 6006 (SIZE) PR Safeware-Mallory Pro Warrington 01-29-2015 1

29 Mine Safety Appliances Company G1 PM/CM-T MSA G1 PM/CM-T MSA Telemetry Accountability System Fire and Emergency Response EA 128 G1 PM/CM-T (item free of charge) MSA G1 PM/CM-T EA Safeware-Mallory MSA Industrial (13401) 03-01-2018 249

30 Scott Safety 200972-01 SCO 200972-01 Cylinder & Valve, CGA, Carb, 60/5500 Fire and Emergency Response EA 26 200972-01 SCO 200972-01 EA Safeware-Mallory_Scott Safety 03-01-2018 37

31 Scott Safety 804722-01 SCO 804722-01 Carbon Cy inder, 4500 PSI, 45 Min Fire and Emergency Response EA 40 804722-01 SCO 804722-01 EA Safeware-Mallory_Scott Safety 03-01-2018 81

32 Scott Safety 20121502 SCOTT-20121502 FACE MASK AV 3000 HT, Kevlar Fire and Emergency Response EA 683 201215-02 SCO 201215-02 EA Safeware-Mallory_Scott Safety 03-01-2018 42

33 Scott Safety 804722-11 SCO 804722-11 Cylinder & Valve Assy, ST7, Carbon, 4500 Fire and Emergency Response EA 160 804722-11 SCO 804722-11 EA Safeware-Mallory_Scott Safety 03-01-2018 81

34 Scott Safety X3415022200302 SCO X3415022200302 Scott Air Pak X3 SCBA Fire and Emergency Response EA 85 X3415022200302 SCO X3415022200302 EA Safeware-Mallory_Scott Safety 03-01-2018 132

35 Scott Safety 200970-01 SCO 200970-01 Cylinder & Valve  QD  Carbon  45/5500 Fire and Emergency Response EA 155 200970-01 SCO 200970-01 EA Safeware-Mallory Scott Safety 03-01-2018 37

36 Atlantic Signal ACH.VGN.49 ATL ACH.VGN.49 Comtac ACH Dual Comm Headset w/ Single Interoperable Communications Equipment EA 109 ACH.VGN.49 ATL ACH.VGN.49 EA Safeware-Mallory Atlantic Signal 03-01-2018 2

37 Atlantic Signal PTT.WDS.49 ATL PTT.WDS.49 Warrior Push to Talk Assembly Dual Comm Interoperable Communications Equipment EA 80 PTT.WDS.49 ATL PTT.WDS.49 EA Safeware-Mallory_Atlantic Signal 03-01-2018 21

38 Atlantic Signal DSR.B05.LC ATL DSR.B05.LC D-Series  Motorola APX Series Radio Interoperable Communications Equipment EA 162 DSR.B23.LC ATL DSR.B23.LC EA Safeware-Mallory_Atlantic Signal 03-01-2018 8

39 Atlantic Signal AVN.GSK.49 ATL AVN.GSK.49 Electronic Comms Cable Kit for Avon Interoperable Communications Equipment EA 169 AVN.GSK.4C ATL AVN.GSK.4C EA Safeware-Mallory_Atlantic Signal 03-01-2018 4

40 CavCom OMNI SYSTEM/PTT-BC CAV OMNI SYSTEM/PTT-BC CavCom Omni Universal system Interoperable Communications Equipment EA 75 OMNI/PTT-BC-56 CAV OMNI SYSTEM/PTT-BC EA Safeware-Mallory_CavCom 03-01-2018 1

41 DH Wireless Solutions/Digital Highway 1102362 DH 1102362 Sierra Wireless  Modem  AirLink GX450 I/O LTE/EVDO/HSPA Interoperable Communications Equipment EA 42 1102362 DHW 1102362 EA Safeware-Mallory DH Wireless 03-01-2018 1

42 5.11 INC 56964 019 511 56964 019 BAG  RUSH MOAB 10 Black Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 463 56964 019 511 56964 019 EA Safeware-Mallory 5.11 INC 03-01-2018 107

43 Physio Control 80427-000134 PHY 80427-000134 Physio-Control LIFEPAK® EXPRESS Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 45 80427-000134 PHY 80427-000134 EA Safeware-Mallory_Physio-Control 03-01-2018 12

44 ARI 61604 ARI 61604 Insect Repellent, Bug Barrier II, 6oz Ca Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 5053 61604 ARI 61604 CN Safeware-Mallory_ARI 03-01-2018 1

45 Cardiac Science 9390A1001PSD CARDI-9390A1001PSD POWERHEART G3 PLUS AED Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 19 9390A-1001P CSC 9390A-1001P EA Safeware-Mallory_Cardiac Science 03-01-2018 6

46 Cardiac Science G5A-80A-P CSC G5A-80A-P Powerheart G5 AED Fully Auto Dual Lang Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 33 G5A-80A-P CSC G5A-80A-P EA Safeware-Mallory_Cardiac Science 03-01-2018 12

47 Cardiac Science 9390A-1001 CARDI-9390A-1001 POWERHEART G3 PLUS AUTO  AED  AHA 2010 Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 58 9390A-1001P CSC 9390A-1001P EA Safeware-Mallory Cardiac Science 03-01-2018 6

48 CHINOOK MEDICAL GEAR INC 04640KIT CHIME-04640KIT Emergency Preparedness Medical Kit  22"x14"x5" Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 167 04640KIT CHI 04640 EA Safeware-Mallory Chinook Medical Gear 03-01-2018 1

49 Coretex Products, Inc. 12644 CRX 12644 Bug X Insect Repellent Towelette Box, 50 count Medical and First Aid Supplies BX 1137 16644 CRX 12644 CS Safeware-Mallory_Cortex 03-01-2018 1

50 H&H Medical Corporation HH10 SFW HH10 Tactical Operators Response Kit Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 467 HH10 SFW HH10 EA Safeware-Mallory_H&H Medical 03-01-2018 2

51 H&H Medical Corporation MET GEN III H&H MET GEN III MET Gen III Windless Tourniquet Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 2066 MET GEN III H&H MET GEN III EA Safeware-Mallory_H&H Medical 03-01-2018 2

52 Meridian Medical 11704-370-01 MER 11704-370-01 CYANOKIT 5g Hydroxocobalamin for Inject Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 120 11704-370-01 MER 11704-370-01 EA Safeware-Mallory_Meridian Medical 03-06-2018 1

53 North American Rescue, LLC 30-0001 NAR 30-0001 Combat Application Tourniquet (CAT) Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 3025 30-0001 NAR 30-0001 EA Safeware-Mallory_North American Rescue 03-01-2018 1

54 Z-MEDICA BTK ZMEDI-BTK BTK BELT TRAUMA KIT Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 133 261 ZME BTK EA Safeware-Mallory Z-Medica 02-26-2018 2

55 Z-Medica, LLC 200 ZME 200 QuickClot Combat Gauze Medical and First Aid Supplies EA 333 200 ZME 200 EA Safeware-Mallory_Z-Medica 02-26-2018 1

56 Argus APH05G/1 ARG APH05G/1 Public Order Helmet, GRP Shell, (Color) (SZ) Other Non-Listed Public Safety, Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 22 APH05G/1 (1-5) ARG APH05G/1 (1-5) EA Safeware-Mallory_Gentex Corporation 03-01-2018 2

57 Argus 017T/3 ARG 017T/3 Public Order Helmet, (T), Black/Blue (Sz) Other Non-Listed Public Safety, Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 85 017T/3 (00, 0, 5) ARG 017T/3 (00, 0, 5) EA Safeware-Mallory_Gentex Corporation 03-01-2018 1

58 Armadillo Merino 21011 ARM 21011 Panther, DK NVY L/S Crew Neck Shirt (SZ) Other Non-Listed Public Safety, Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 55 21011-15-(SZ) ARM 21011-15-(SZ) EA Safeware-Mallory_Armadillo Merino 03-01-2018 1

59 Armadillo Merino 21352 ARM 21352 Johnnies2, (Color) Mens Long John Bottom, (SZ) Other Non-Listed Public Safety, Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 64 21352-15-(SZ) ARM 21352-15-(SZ) EA Safeware-Mallory_Armadillo Merino 03-01-2018 2

60 Gamber Johnson GJ-7170-0550 CDW GJ-7170-0550 Gamber Johnson 500 Arm w/Shallow Clevis Other Non-Listed Public Safety  Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 144 7170-0550 CDW GJ-7170-0550 EA Safeware-Mallory Safeware 03-01-2018 1

61 DMS SLD1800INT DMS SLD1800INT Public Order Interlocking Long 6' shield Other Non-Listed Public Safety  Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 35 SLD1800INT DMS SLD1800INT EA Safeware-Mallory Scorpion PPE 03-07-2016 2

62 DMS FTPM DMS FTPM Public Order Metatarsal Guard, (SZ) Other Non-Listed Public Safety, Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 161 FTPM DMS FTPM (SZ) PR Safeware-Mallory_Scorpion PPE 03-07-2016 1

63 DMS SHP/ARM DMS SHP/ARM Public Order Shoulder/upper arm guard,(SZ) Other Non-Listed Public Safety, Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 164 SHP/ARM DMS SHP/ARM (SZ) PR Safeware-Mallory_Scorpion PPE 03-07-2016 1

64 DMS SHN/100 DMS SHN/100 Public Order Knee/shin guard, (SZ) Other Non-Listed Public Safety, Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 181 SHN/100 DMS SHN/100 (SZ) PR Safeware-Mallory_Scorpion PPE 03-07-2016 1

65 DMS THG/050 DMS THG/050 Public Order Thigh guard, (SZ) Other Non-Listed Public Safety, Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 186 THG/050 DMS THG/050 (SZ) PR Safeware-Mallory_Scorpion PPE 03-07-2016 1

66 DMS FRM/040 DMS FRM/040 Public Order Forearm/elbow guard (SZ) Other Non-Listed Public Safety  Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 189 FRM/040 DMS FRM/040 (SZ) PR Safeware-Mallory Scorpion PPE 03-07-2016 1

67 Yaffy 460 YAF 460 460 FR Public Order Pant Other Non-Listed Public Safety  Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 74 460 (SM-3X/HEIGHT) YAF 460 (SM-3X/HEIGHT) EA Safeware-Mallory Yaffy 03-07-2016 1

68 Yaffy 771 YAF 771 771 FR Public Order Jacket Other Non-Listed Public Safety, Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 96 771 (SM-3X/HEIGHT) YAF 771 (SM-3X/HEIGHT) EA Safeware-Mallory_Yaffy 03-07-2016 2

69 Yaffy 771/460 YAF 771/460 771/460 Mens FR Public Order Jacket/Pant Other Non-Listed Public Safety, Law Enforcement and Fire Equipment EA 110 771/460 (SZ) YAF 771/460 (SZ) EA Safeware-Mallory_Yaffy 03-07-2016 3

70 3M 98009004155 3MCOM-98009004155 Law Enforcement Ballistic Helmet BA3A Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 43 98009004155 MMM 98009004155 EA Safeware-Mallory_3M LE Ceradyne 03-01-2018 1
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71 3M Occupational Health & Safety RBE-57 MMM RBE-57 Canister RBE-57, Hood 6 EA/Case Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) CS 92 70-0712-8776-0 MMM RBE-57 CS Safeware-Mallory_3M Occupational Health & Safety 03-01-2018 41

72 Ansell Protective (formerly Trellborg) 47652009X-FOG TRE 47652009X-FOG Tre lchem VPS Flash VaporSuit w/Anti-fog Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 15 SG116354 TRE 47652009X-FOG EA Safeware-Mallory Trellchem - Saint Gobain 03-01-2018 3

73 Armor Express LTKXT BLACK ARM LTKXT BLACK Lighhawk X2 Carrier w/Level Quantum Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 31 LTKXT20 BLK ARM LTKXT BLACK EA Safeware-Mallory Armor Express 03-01-2018 1

74 Armor Express PLTARI3+236003 ARM PLTARI3+236003 Aries III A 10x12 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 54 PLTARI3+236003 ARM PLTARI3+236003 EA Safeware-Mallory_Armor Express 03-01-2018 1

75 ARMORED MOBILITY INC. MAS3815 ARMMO-MAS3815 SHIELD MOBILE ARMORED 38IN X 15IN Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 15 MAS-3815 SFW ARMMO-MAS3815 EA Safeware-Mallory_Safeware 03-01-2018 11

76 Avon Protection Systems, Inc 70501-555 AVO 70501-555 C50 First Responder Kit Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 256 70501-555 AVO 70501-555 EA Safeware-Mallory_Avon Protection 03-01-2018 53

77 Avon Protection Systems, Inc 601347 AVO 601347 First Responder K t includes C50 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 627 601347 AVO 601347 EA Safeware-Mallory_Avon Protection 03-01-2018 2

78 Avon Protection Systems  Inc 72601-229 AVO 72601-229 FM53 Twinport Spec Responder Kit  MD Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 214 72601-229 AVO 72601-229 EA Safeware-Mallory Avon Protection 03-01-2018 55

79 Avon Protection Systems  Inc 70501-188 AVO 70501-188 C50 Mask Assembly MD Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 220 70501-188 AVO 70501-188 EA Safeware-Mallory Avon Protection 03-01-2018 53

80 Avon Protection Systems, Inc 71510-1 AVO 71510-1 CBRNF12B Filter Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 697 72602-2 AVO 72602-2 EA Safeware-Mallory_Avon Protection 03-01-2018 4

81 BLACKFOX TACTICAL 56GM00BK BLAHA-56GM00BK POUCH OMEGA ELITE GAS MASK BLK Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 467 56GM00BK BLA 56GM00BK EA Safeware-Mallory_Blackhawk 03-01-2018 64

82 Blauer MFG Co, Inc HZ9420FVG BLA HZ9420FVG 2X TALL Multi-Threat Suit 2X Tall, Dual-Certified Protection for Hot Zon   Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 27 HZ9420FVG BLR HZ9420FVG 2X TALL EA Safeware-Mallory_Blauer MFG Co. 02-09-2018 1

83 Blauer MFG Co, Inc TR9435-A TR9435-A XRT TRAINING SUIT W/AVON CLASS 3 SEAL, Extended D       Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 67 TR9435AB BLR TR9435-AB EA Safeware-Mallory_Blauer MFG Co. 02-09-2018 4

84 Blauer MFG Co, Inc WZ9435AB XRT WZ9435AB XRT Airboss glove system Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 197 WZ9435AB BLR WZ9435AB XRT EA Safeware-Mallory_Blauer MFG Co. 02-09-2018 5

85 Blauer MFG Co  Inc WZ9435AB XL REG GREY BLR WZ9435AB XL REG GREY XRT Ensemble  Grey  XL Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 215 WZ9435AB BLR WZ9435AB XL REG GREY EA Safeware-Mallory Blauer MFG Co. 02-09-2018 5

86 CERADYNE INC. ACO BA3AC CERIN-BA3AC HELMET MAX PRO PASGT STYLE WITH Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 133 MMM BA3AC MMM 98009006762 EA Safeware-Mallory 3M LE Ceradyne 03-01-2018 3

87 CERADYNE INC. ACO DK6H150SHIELD CERIN-DK6H150SHIELD SHIELD FACE FIELD MOUNT Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 133 DK6H150SHIELD MMM 98009007240 EA Safeware-Mallory 3M LE Ceradyne 03-01-2018 4

88 DuPont Personal Protection TY120SWH3X002500 DPP TY120SWH3X002500 Tyvek Coverall  Zip Front  White  3X (case of 25) Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) CS 5183 TY120SWH3X002500 DPP TY120SWH3X002500 CS Safeware-Mallory Dupont Personal Protection 03-01-2018 121

89 DuPont Personal Protection TY120SWHXL002500 DPP TY120SWHXL002500 Tyvek Coverall, Zip Front, White, XL (case of 25) Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) CS 6650 TY120SWHXL002500 DPP TY120SWHXL002500 CS Safeware-Mallory_Dupont Personal Protection 03-01-2018 122

90 Kappler Z3H437-92 KAP Z3H437-92 (Size) Zytron 300 Suit, NFPA cert fied Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 802 Z3H437-92 KAP Z3H437-92 LG/XL EA Safeware-Mallory_Kappler 03-07-2018 8

91 Lion Group  Inc. CBERSIS-10 LIO CBERSIS-10 Lion ERS Infection Disease Suit Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 177 CBERSIS-10 LIO CBERSIS-10 EA Safeware-Mallory Lion Apparel 03-01-2018 1

92 Mine Safety Appliances Company 10026265 10026265 ESP Communications System for Advatage 1000 & Millenium Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 67 10026265 MSA 10026265 EA Safeware-Mallory MSA Industrial (13401) 03-01-2018 74

93 Mine Safety Appliances Company 10051287 MSAIN-10051287 GAS MASK MILLENIUM MD Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 67 10051287 MSA 10051287 EA Safeware-Mallory MSA Industrial (13401) 03-01-2018 98

94 Mine Safety Appliances Company 10051288 MSAIN-10051288 GAS MASK MILLENIUM LG Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 100 10051288 MSA 10051288 EA Safeware-Mallory MSA Industrial (13401) 03-01-2018 98

95 Mine Safety Appliances Company 10046570 10046570 CBRN CANISTER Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 1315 10046570 MSA 10046570 EA Safeware-Mallory_MSA Industrial (13401) 03-01-2018 91

96 Protective Industrial Products PIP 804-3424 AFR 804-3424 R3 Kiwi USAR Certified Rescue Helmet, Lime Green Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 53 804-3424 AFR 804-3424 EA Safeware-Mallory_PIP Protective Industrial Pdts 03-01-2018 158

97 Protective Industrial Products PIP 804-3413 AFR 804-3413 R3 Kiwi USAR Certified Rescue Helmet Wht Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 71 804-3413 AFR 804-3413 EA Safeware-Mallory PIP Protective Industrial Pdts 03-01-2018 158

98 Revision Military Ltd 4-0501-5236 REV 4-0501-5236 Viper P2 Full Cut Complete System  Black  LG Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 24 4-0501-5236 REV 4-0501-5236 EA Safeware-Mallory Revision Military 03-01-2018 1

99 SAFARILAND LLC 674RODGRN SAFAR-674RODGRN PASGT Ballistic Helmet with Ratchet Retention Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 232 1192083 PRO 1192083 EA Safeware-Mallory PROTECH Hard Armor 02-01-2017 18

100 SAFARILAND LLC 774RBLK SAFAR-774RBLK Delta 4 Ballistic Helmet with Ratchet Retention Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 50 1162027 PRO 1162027 EA Safeware-Mallory PROTECH Hard Armor 02-01-2017 6

101 SAFETY FLAG CO V041 RIV V041 PVC Safety Vest, 18x27in, Fluor Orange Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 14256 CSV-ORG RIV V041 EA Safeware-Mallory_MCR Safety 03-01-2018 162

102 Scott Safety 045135 SCO 045135 CBRN Cap 1 Canister Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 690 045135 SCO 045135 EA Safeware-Mallory_Scott Safety 03-01-2018 2

103 Super Seer Corporation S-5024 RK SEE S-5024 RK Retro-Fit Kit for Pre CPD 2005 Helmets Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 2838 S-5024RK SEE S-5024 RK EA Safeware-Mallory_Super Seer Corporation 03-07-2018 1

104 U.S. ARMOR CORPORATION F500408 USARM-F500408 SOFT ARMOR FOR VEST CARRIER XLT III-A Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 12 F500408 SFW USARM-F500408 EA Safeware-Mallory Safeware 03-01-2018 16

105 United Shield International  LLC PST SC650-IIIA-BLKLG USI PST SC650-IIIA-BLKLG Helmet  PST SC 650 - Black - Large Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 83 PST SC650-IIIA-BLKLG USI PST SC650-IIIA-BLKLG EA Safeware-Mallory United Shield 03-01-2018 6

106 United Shield International  LLC PST SC650-IIIA-BLKMD USI PST SC650-IIIA-BLKMD Helmet  PST SC 650 - Black - Medium Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 83 PST SC650-IIIA-BLKMD USI PST SC650-IIIA-BLKMD EA Safeware-Mallory United Shield 03-01-2018 6

107 United Shield International  LLC SPA-+RIFLE-7X9 USI SPA-+RIFLE-7X9 Spartan Plate plus 3 rifle threats Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 152 SPA-+RIFLE-7X9 USI SPA-+RIFLE-7X9 EA Safeware-Mallory United Shield 03-01-2018 7

108 United Shield International, LLC PST SC650-IIIA-BLKLG USI PST SC650-IIIA-BLKLG-DC Helmet, PST SC650 - Level IIIA - Black, Large Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 400 PST SC650-IIIA-BLKLG-DC USI PST SC650-IIIA-BLKLG-DC EA Safeware-Mallory_United Shield 03-01-2018 8

109 United Shield International, LLC PST SC650-IIIA-BLKMD USI PST SC650-IIIA-BLKMD-DC Helmet, PST SC650 - Level IIIA - Black, Medium Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 400 PST SC650-IIIA-BLKMD-DC USI PST SC650-IIIA-BLKMD-DC EA Safeware-Mallory_United Shield 03-01-2018 8

110 United Shield International  LLC DK5-H.150S USI DK5-H.150S Integrated Riot Face Shield 6" Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) EA 1000 DK5-H.150S USI DK5-H.150S EA Safeware-Mallory United Shield 03-01-2018 3

111 Angel Armor  LLC ANGARM-00003 ANG ANGARM-00003 Bal istic Door Panel  Dodge Sedan 1 Physical Secur ty Enchancement Equipment EA 20 00003 ANG ANGARM-00003 EA Safeware-Mallory Angel Armor 03-01-2018 1

112 Condor Outdoor Products  Inc 201042-002 CON 201042-002 Sentry Plate Carrier  Black Physical Secur ty Enchancement Equipment EA 667 201042-002 CON 201042-002 EA Safeware-Mallory Condor Outdoor Pdts 03-01-2018 6

113 Oil-Dri Corporation of America IO1140-L50 OIL IO1140-L50 OIL-DRI 40# Oil & Grease Absorbent Bag Spi l Control and Containment BG 1927 IO1140-L50 OIL I01140-G50-R1 BG Safeware-Mallory Oil-Dri Corporation of America 12-14-2017 1

114 JBC Safety 99095 SAF 99095 Traffic Cone 28In, 2 Refl Collars Traffic Safety EA 1087 99095 SAF 99095 EA Safeware-Mallory_JBC Safety 01-26-2018 5

115 JBC Safety RS90045CT3M64 MASSDOT JBC RS90045CT3M64 MASSDOT 36in 10lb Traffic Cone. Traffic Safety EA 2625 RS90045CT3M64 MASSDOT JBC RS90045CT3M64 LOGO EA Safeware-Mallory_JBC Safety 01-26-2018 4

116 Potters Industries LLC MSRHB SAF MSRHB Mass Spec Regular Highway Beads Traffic Safety LB 146667 MSRHB SAF MSRHB LBS Safeware-Mallory Safeware 03-01-2018 7

117 Various 30-WIR 30-WIR 30 Minute Flare with Wire Stand Traffic Safety EA 26904 9430 30-WIR EA Safeware-Mallory Safeware 03-01-2018 1
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3. Do all 80 sales representatives you mention on page 64 work with U.S. Communities 

currently? There is a large concentration of sales reps in Portland, OR. What are their roles? 

Yes, all 81 sales representatives currently work with U.S. Communities in some capacity. Safeware and 

Mallory have different sales structures. Mallory has more overall reps (almost 60), who work in multiple 

vertical markets, with a few select reps being 100% committed to USC sales. Everyone, however, has 

responsibility to the contract. Safeware, on the other hand, has a smaller sales force of 24 reps, but every 

one of our reps has full responsibility for USC customers.  

There is a large concentration of sales reps in Portland, OR where Mallory’s headquarters is located. The 

reps here are a mix of local territory reps and inside sales reps that operate a call center contacting 

smaller agencies in remote locations such as Montana, Idaho, and parts of Utah. We fly in a fully trained 

outside USC rep to handle the opportunity when we find an agency that has a need.  

4. On page 65 you indicate you are planning to add additional sales people. How many sales 

people do you plan to add in 2019, 2020, and 2021? Is there a way to better leverage the 80 

existing sales people you list? 

There is a great learning curve to teach reps about government procurement and it is not simply a 

matter of adding bodies to our sales team. As called out in our proposal, we will add reps to dense areas 

where the contract is being used already in order to support further support contract sales. We expect to 

add 3-4 new contract specific reps between the two companies in each of the next 3 years in areas such 

as the Gulf, Florida, Texas, California, and New York. Since the submission of our proposal, Mallory has 

already hired an ex-LA County Sheriff as a rep for Los Angeles.  

This contract is a joint venture of two companies that work extremely well together, but we are very 

different too. The Mallory sales team is leveraged into their large national industrial contracts with 

strong government leadership and business development in the government space. Safeware reps have a 

different role, largely contract focused. We feel that our existing sales reps are currently being utilized to 

appropriately support each company’s business models and additional reps will be carefully chosen for 

their abilities to support the contract.  

5. On page 68 you indicate PEMA is a customer. Did they choose to utilize the U.S. Communities 

contract? If not, why not? 

Yes, the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency is a current customer, but they did not choose to 

utilize the USC contract. Their aversion to the contract does not have to do with Safeware as a company, 

nor with the scope of the contract, but rather dates back to the implementation of current state 

contracts and the utilization of such. While we have no information to indicate that PEMA will begin to 

use the contract, it is an ongoing goal of ours to continue to market the contract to them and present the 

benefits of USC over their state contracts.  
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6. You indicate you have a GSA schedule 84 contract now. How does the pricing you’ve proposed 

compare to the pricing through that contract? Is the scope similar to what you’ve proposed? 

Yes, both Safeware and Mallory have small GSA Schedule 84 contracts. We do have to benchmark our 

pricing to offer the Federal government our best commercial price, but the pricing offered to the GSA and 

to USC is very similar. The scope is similar to what we have proposed, but much, much smaller. Mallory 

has items from 6 vendors on contract while Safeware has 11. While our proposed scope for USC includes 

all items on each of these manufacturer price lists, our GSA contracts contain only select items. We do 

not actively promote our GSA contracts to our state and local customers as we believe GSA should not be 

used for grant funded purchases since it is not a competed contract. Safeware’s GSA business is mostly 

with three letter Agencies we already have relationships with and Mallory does most GSA business with 

the Department of Natural Resources.  

7. You indicate you have a NY HIRE contract now. How does the pricing you’ve proposed 

compare to the pricing through that contract? 

Yes, Safeware holds a NY HIRE contract, but it is a relatively small contract for us. It has changed greatly 

since its inception, and is no longer a multi-state cooperative as it once was, rather is used solely within 

the state of New York. We recently removed almost half of our offering from HIRE and our goal is to get 

off of HIRE altogether. We are slowly converting the state of NY to using USC, and New York City remains 

the main user. Our best public prices are still USC, and we check costs routinely to ensure that it remains 

so.  

8. How does the pricing you’ve proposed compare to the pricing through your existing U.S. 

Communities contract?  

The pricing we have proposed is the same pricing as our current USC contract pricing. Our price proposal 

represents our current selling prices, and we believe that we can continue to reduce those costs in future 

years. Over the last 6 ½ years as the contract holder, we have experienced price reductions from many of 

our vendors which we in turn pass along to our customers by lowering our own price lists. 

9. What changes have you proposed to improve upon the existing U.S. Communities contract? 

We believe that it takes years and years to become contract experts, and with almost 7 years of 

experience, we are getting great at it. We will bring change and improvement to the existing U.S. 

Communities contract through our expertise. Change is driven by growth and as we continue to grow, we 

gain relevance. Our strategic growth plan includes the following:  

 Vertical market penetration in new verticals such as 

o Aviation, helicopters!  

o Bombs 

o Corrections 

o Structural Firefighting 

o Fixed Systems, 

o Industrial Hygiene 

o Physical Security 

o Traffic Safety – State of Mass adopted USC as Traffic Contract 

o Public Works, Water Departments 
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o Vending – great area of growth!  

 Purchasing Education 

o Education about the contract is a large priority of ours. Multi-pronged approach, 

we feel comfortable to convert buyers through in-person meetings and 

presentations.  

 NIGP – booth near USC, importance on buyers, revealing benefits of 

contract. 

 Train suppliers, and sales team, so it is not just our company preaching 

the contract, but utilizing our suppliers to do this for us as well.  

 We were early adopters of USC summits, took lead by volunteering to 

host & speak at these summits.  

 Lunch & Learns on our own side to invite purchasers and end users to 

bridge gap—very effective process.  

 National Sherriff’s Association  

o We have recently signed an agreement with the National Sheriffs Association to 

participate in their new online portal called LE Supply Pro. We are, and will be, 

the only national distributor to participate. The portal gives us access to 7,000 

Sheriffs across the country. In the agreement there is a provision to allow us to 

offer our U.S. Communities contract as the contract vehicle under the portal. 

Their plan is to open access to the portal to police and first responders in the 

future. We hope the portal will give us access to customers in rural areas where 

we may not have touch at this point. 

 Horizontal penetration  

o We will continue to add resources in dense population areas like North Carolina, 

Florida, Georgia, and Texas.  

o There is tremendous opportunity in sparsely populated areas and we have made 

some great calls in New York, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Ohio where the contract 

is just gaining traction.  

 Marketing and branding (Facebook, twitter, You tube) 

o Synergy between USC and our marketing 

o Use of social media, you tube videos, webinars, blogs, to aid in the continued 

focus with program managers on target customers in large areas 

o National Stop the Bleed Campaign – example of how we are using social media 

to advertise our contract through a national industry wide campaign.  

 More added value content (blogs, seminars) 

 Continued acceptance in the supply chain 

 Common sense-word of mouth 

 Vending – Great opportunity to change the market with this cost savings solution 
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10. What is the cost for the training services you detail on page 90?  

The training services detailed on page 90 are a duplication of the services provided in the Related 

Services product category of the scope. These classes are offered at a 10% discount off of Safeware-

Mallory list price. The price list detailing such is attached.   

11. What is the cost for the consulting services you detail on page 92? 

Our consulting services are free-of charge value added services, such as the expertise and knowledge 

delivered by our sales reps. We have offered a free public order seminar to end users to educate on the 

need for proper public order gear. Educational classes will continue to be offered free of charge. 

Consulting services offered to end users for security solutions are value added and are included in the 

price of the solution.  

Vending – the vending program is offered free to customers, in exchange for a marginal buying 

commitment. The prices for items within the vending machines would be 41% off of our list price for 

those items.  

12. What is the cost for the additional services detailed on page 96? 

These services detailed on page 96 such as respiratory repair and annual testing, gas detection 

calibration and repair, etc. are 10% off list price and are detailed in Attachment 1 of the Cost Proposal, 

USC Service Pricing.  

13. Do you provide kit creation services? If so, is there a charge for kit creation? How much kitting 

business is currently done through the U.S. Communities program? 

Yes, we provide kit creation services, but do not charge for kit creation as these costs would be included 

in our own overhead. Kit creation is an added value on a large purchase and will not be charged to 

customer. It is hard to provide an amount of kitting business that we currently drive through the U.S. 

Communities program, but we have done this frequently for many customers.  
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 Power Tool Safety 

 PPE Hazard Assessments 

 Respirator Fit-Tester Course 

 Respiratory Protection 

 Respiratory Protection Program Administrator 

 Safe Lifting 

 Safety Orientation Programs 

 Scaffold User 

 Scaffold Competent Person 

 Slinging and Rigging 

 Spill Response Team Training 

 TB & Airborne Pathogens 

 Trenching & Excavation Competent Person 

 Work Zone Safety Supervisor

 

Training Classes Terms:  
Maximum quantity of student varies with course. 
Customized classes available.  
Basic Training material included.  
Additional equipment may be required and is not included in the rates.  
Travel and Accommodations not included.  
Half-day minimum.  
Training facilities provided by customer.  
Some courses may require multiple days.  
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1. Please provide your firm’s best and final offer (BAFO) on all discount rates for all product 
categories/manufacturers included in your cost proposal. Please provide a revised version of 
the Market Basket based on your BAFO. 

We are pleased and proud to offer U.S. Communities our best pricing as offered in our initial price 
proposal. We are confident that this pricing, which is currently available to every registered user of USC, 
provides end users with significant savings, though we are open to offer better pricing based on specific 
volumes, with specific items, with specific agencies. Please note the only change from our initial offer is 
to differentiate Training Equipment and Training Classes in Product Category #28, Trainers and Training 
Equipment as detailed in our Clarification Question Response dated March 28, 2018. All equipment in 
this category is offered at a 41% discount off of Catalog List and Training Classes at 10% off Catalog list.  
 
The attached Market Basket remains unchanged from our initial offer. We have a documented history of 
providing better pricing for large quantity orders and continue to do so. We believe our offer represents 
our best public pricing but are certainly open to negotiate on specific opportunities.  
 

2. Does your firm offer any ecommerce rebates? 

Safeware-Mallory would like to propose a rebate program to encourage and incentivize eligible U.S. 

Communities customers to use electronic ordering and invoicing methods for the purpose of 

streamlining procurement and reducing transaction costs throughout the supply chain. The proposed 

program is as follows for each individual agency:  

 If 30%-69.99% of total invoiced sales are received by website orders at the conclusion of each 

contract year, a 0.5% rebate will be provided to the agency on purchases made through 

ecommerce. 

 If 70% or greater of total invoiced sales are received by website orders at the conclusion of each 

contract year, a 1% rebate will be provided to the agency on purchases made through 

ecommerce. 

 

Conditions: The agency total purchases for the annual contract period must be greater than 

$20,000. Ecommerce is defined as any order placed through Safeware or Mallory’s website or fully 

integrated 3rd party marketplace where the customer’s orders and Safeware-Mallory’s invoices are 

transacted via EDI, XML or cXML. Ecommerce rebates cannot be combined with other rebates, early 

payment discounts, or where the buying agency or procurement platform charges an administrative or 

transaction fee.  

 

3. Does your firm offer any volume rebates (for one-time large purchases or overall annual 
sales)? 

Safeware-Mallory routinely offers functional discounts on one-time large purchases. Sales greater than 
$20,000 may be eligible for additional price discounts from manufacturers and are flagged to indicate 
that additional price concessions should be sought from the manufacturer.  
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4. Are there any other rebates or incentives you’d like to propose for U.S. Communities 
participants? 

Many Safeware-Mallory customers have their own rebates and incentives based upon customer 
requirements. Rather than offering a single program for all public agencies, we will continue to follow 
the incentives provided by individual customers. Such rebates are not formulaic, but we will work with 
each specific municipality to offer rebates specific to their purchase.  
 

5. Would any portion of your proposal change in the case of a dual award, such as your sales 
goals or other commitments made in your proposal?  

In order to better answer this question of how a dual award would affect our sales goals and 
commitments, we would need to have a better understanding of the type of proposed dual award. 
Some dual awards would have an extremely negative impact on our sales and projections, while others 
would have significantly less effect on our business and strategies.  
 
While Safeware-Mallory is engaged in growing our U.S. Communities business across multiple market 
segments, we recognize that there may be complementary distribution that could potentially be 
considered in a dual award. For example, an award to an EMS supplier, a uniform company, a car video 
company, or an AED company would certainly impact our business in some capacity, but would unlikely 
trigger any change in the business strategy or sales goals made in our initial proposal.   
 
On the other hand, there are some dual awards that could profoundly affect our potential sales and 
strategy. A company with little experience in state and local sales and no practical sales experience in 
the municipal space would likely spend the first year of the contract contacting current customers with a 
history of contract spend, and pursuing a market share of the business that has already been developed 
by Safeware-Mallory. This situation would force us to reallocate resources we would have directed to 
new customer outreach towards protecting our current interests and we would likely lose other 
business in the process. A dual award such as this would cause us to reconsider the sales goals and 
projections that we are proposing as it would dramatically affect our business. This would not be an 
issue in the case of a sole award as we can build on the goodwill we have developed with the current 
contract in the public sector.  
 
By splitting business we have already developed between multiple awardees, our own sales would 
certainly be affected and contract growth would be discouraged. The lack of a clear sole source provider 
will potentially create conflict with many customers who currently rely on this justification to satisfy the 
obligation of their contracts to meet the burden of competition. We are routinely asked to document 
Safeware-Mallory’s status as the sole awardee of this contract and our customers use this to 
demonstrate the legality of using our cooperative contract. With no sole source justification, many 
customers would not have the ability, based on their own procurement rules, to utilize the contract 
from either awardee.  
 
While a dual award may seem to offer greater benefits to public agencies, we believe it could actually 
trigger some customers to seek additional quotes thus eliminating one of the major benefits of using the 
contract. There may be a point at which the benefits of a cooperative contract will be called into 
question, and the result may be a decision to simply compete the purchase in the open market since 
competition would be required anyway.  
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We would also like to reiterate the potential benefits of a sole source award to Safeware-Mallory. We 
have grown the contract over 270% in the public space over the past 6 ½ years and we believe that our 
forecast of $100 million in contract sales within the next five years is not only realistic, but represents a 
trajectory that we have already demonstrated. Safeware-Mallory has the following plans for future 
growth and expansion of U.S. Communities, supported by a well-established foundation. 

 Support of High Density Population Areas  
o Over the past two years, Safeware began to shift resources to more populated areas. 

Currently, we have two sales representatives covering Florida and one in Texas but we 
expect to have several representatives in each state in the coming years. We plan to 
expand our team into the Gulf States and the heartland in the next few years as well. In 
general, we pair salespeople with population rather than geography but we plan to 
resource the contract with touch to more rural customers as well. On the west coast, 
Mallory has recently added a representative in Los Angeles to support this customer 
dense area.  

 Contact with Rural Customers 
o We have historically been received graciously when making calls in rural areas and plan 

to combine phone sales with field reps closer to these areas to ensure penetration in 
the market here.  

Safeware-Mallory has had success growing the contract based on the combination of several factors 
including knowledge in the fire, police, and safety/PPE markets as well as a strong knowledge of 
government procurement. We have two National Account Managers with over eight years of experience 
each on this contract. This experience has been the backdrop for our current success and we look 
forward to strong, sustained, and continued growth in the coming years. We would certainly invite and 
welcome a further dialog about our plans and strategies for growth, and how a dual award could affect 
those goals.  
 

6. Please confirm your understanding and agreement that for any software purchase, the County 
and U.S. Communities participants reserve the right to review and negotiate the license and 
maintenance terms and conditions prior to purchase and that your firm will provide full 
support for getting the negotiated license/maintenance agreement(s) executed by the 
County/U.S. Communities participants and the software publisher. Please confirm your 
agreement that your firm will obtain agreement from your software publishers that their 
shrink wrap, browse wrap, click through, or similar processes are for access purposes only, 
and any terms and conditions offered in or referenced by those procedures will have no force 
or effect. 

 
Safeware-Mallory recognizes that Fairfax County and U.S. Communities reserves the right to review the 
license and maintenance terms and conditions prior to any software purchase. Upon agency request, we 
will lend our full support towards the agencies wishes. We will, at the request of the agency, make best 
efforts to obtain agreement from our software publishers that their processes are for access purpose 
only and agree to pursue agreements that all terms and conditions referencing these processes will have 
no force or effect.  
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7. What is your firm’s experience in addressing emergency response with public agencies? 

We have a been responding to emergencies for customers for over 20 years and have the experiences to 
help agencies both plan for foreseeable emergencies such as hurricanes and respond to sudden ones 
like 9/11. Safeware-Mallory is on-call 24/7 to respond with products and solutions ready to rapidly 
deliver during any type of emergency response.  
 
Our dedicated after hours emergency line puts customers in direct contact with a company officer to 
initiate emergency response. Recent customers including Federal Agencies, State Law Enforcement, and 
City Agencies have all utilized this number with requests for immediate supply of emergency equipment 
and our personnel was able to meet them at our local warehouse to pick up items such as flares, public 
order gear, and gas monitors. Whether it is after normal business hours, on weekends, or even holidays, 
our personnel are ready to assist.  
 
One of the most recent disaster responses we were involved in includes the number of destructive 
hurricanes that devastated the Gulf area in the fall of 2017. Safeware worked closely with many public 
agencies to source quickly depleting supplies of necessary items to aid in the cleanup. We worked 
around the clock with county representatives in Miami-Dade to prepare for and handle the aftermath of 
hurricanes Harvey, Irving, and Maria. In the wake of Harvey, we played an instrumental role in outfitting 
a response team from Fairfax County. The devastation in the Houston area was so widespread that 
responders from all over the country were being deployed to aid in the cleanup. We received an email 
late on a Saturday afternoon from Deputy Chief Paul Ruwe of Fairfax County Fire and Rescue 
Department inquiring about Safeware's capacity in the Houston area. We quickly put him in touch with 
our rep in Katy, TX where the chief and other responders from FEMA were positioned and kept in 
contact all weekend helping him to source dry suits, throw bags, paddles, and more. Emergency 
response can be difficult for several reasons, including unpredictable circumstances, inter-agency 
communication, and disruption of normal shipping lines. Safeware understands these complications and 
worked with Chief Ruwe to meet his constantly changing needs as timelines shifted, delivery locations 
moved, and equipment supplies ran low. Chief Ruwe’s words of gratitude speak volumes to Safeware’s 
emergency response capabilities. He wrote, "I can't thank you enough for responding to my request for 
assistance on a weekend....Safeware's customer service and professionalism are second to none, thus 
the reason you were the first call I made." 
 
Our long history of working with state and local agencies to help them quickly respond to all types of 
emergencies began with another Fairfax County Fire Chief, Chief Gaines, who called Safeware on the 
night of the Oklahoma City Federal Building Bombing in 1995. That very night, a team of Safeware 
employees met a team of Fairfax County Firefighters (the original FEMA taskforce) at the warehouse in 
Landover, MD to load a truck full of equipment being sent to Oklahoma to protect the responders. We 
still proudly display the letter of gratitude from Chief Gaines on the wall of our office as it is an excellent 
example of who we are as a company.  
 
We offer the following highlights from our years of emergency response experience, excluding response 
to commercial and federal customers such as the PEPCO Oil Spill of 2000, Motiva Chemical Spill of 2001, 
to focus only on emergency responses with public agencies.  
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 9/11 Attacks, 2001 
o Ground Zero – Safeware had personnel and material arriving on site on the evening of 

September 11, 2001. We set up logistical points outside of the hot zone and provided 
emergency products around the clock to fire and police customers. We overcame the 
minimal existing supply chain and set up a conference call with every major respiratory 
manufacturer in the US at the Mayor’s office in NYC resulting in the supply of truckloads 
of equipment to meet critical needs.  

o Pentagon – We provided the lead agency, Arlington County, with emergency equipment 
and set up a support team for the response. We worked closely with the Fairfax County 
USAR Team, and were the only supplier authorized to ship product into the hot zone.  

o Learned a lot about emergency procurement and the constraints of government 
purchasers in an emergency. We have used this experience to help direct and advise 
other agencies in all other emergency situations since.  

 Anthrax/Ricin Contamination Attacks, Washington, DC, 2001 
o While most of our business was federal, we worked nights and weekends to provide 

emergency products to local responders inundated with white powder calls.  
 Hurricane Katrina, 2005 

o Before the storm was nationwide news, Safeware received a call from Becky McKinney 
at Fairfax County alerting us to the severity of the disaster. We set up a logistical point in 
Columbus, MS where we were able to deliver truckloads of critical supplies such as hip 
waders, bottled water, propane, portable toilets and service, personal hygiene kits, 
flashlights, MREs, body bags, and even diapers and baby food which the federal 
government could not provide.  

o We were a key supplier to FEMA and MEMA during the days following the devastation 
in Mississippi and Louisiana, where we continued to earn a national reputation as a 
premier emergency response distributor. 

 Hurricane Sandy, 2012 
o Many areas drew from existing caches of equipment and used us to replenish their 

stock. The supply chain was largely in place and we assisted with less emergency 
purchases and more contract and credit card buys. We received a requirement from 
FDNY for 55 complete sets of water rescue gear which was fulfilled and delivered in it’s 
entirely to the emergency logistics center in Queens within 24-hours.  

 State of Michigan Flooding, August 2014 
o State employees from State Emergency Operations Center were tasked with flood 

cleanup operations. Safeware was contacted after hours on a Saturday with an 
equipment list needed for clean-up. We sourced emergency shipments of the required 
kits and dispatched a truck to Michigan by Sunday morning. All purchases were made on 
the state contract. Local counties then used the same contract to purchase the same 
emergency equipment for their continued clean-up efforts.  

 Ebola Crisis, 2015  
o Sent emergency supplies of PPE to customers all over the country, often next day air. 

Competitors had no inventory of DuPont suits, but due to our high annual volume of 
sales, we were able to source and supply our customers.   

 Zika Virus, 2016 
o Miami Dade County procured emergency supplies such as insect repellent, wipes and 

sprays to protect employees and public 
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 Hurricane Season, 2017 
o Emergency supplies from all sorts of manufacturers were being reserved for Federal 

Response. Utilizing our widespread supply chain, we were able to source items for local 
responders, and coordinate shipping to hard to access areas.  

On the west coast, Mallory is no stranger to emergency response either. Holding several contracts with 
various Public Agencies, Mallory pledges 2-hour emergency response, often deploying resources during 
wind and ice storms. We also have three customized trailers outfitted to both repair critical lifesaving 
equipment and with the ability to wash 800 respirators every 12 hours. 
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